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alaint was filed by Jim
resident of the Biology
ociation.
claimed that A.S.
ird Chairman Robert
arbitrarily changed a
a location which the A.S.
lard had decided upon

earlier. The election was April 22
and 23.
McRory was referring to the
removal of a polling booth from the
Education Building, MacQuarrie
and Duncan Hall complex.
Shoemaker said the board never
decided to place a voting booth
there. He said the board had decided
to set up two booths at the Student
Union and one between the Men’s
and Women’s Gyms.
Under A.S. Legislative Acts 9
and 23, there must be two polling
booths open from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30
p.m. Shoemaker said this rule was
followed.
McRory said he was told months

’ludget crunch
’ests Fullerton

Springtime friendship

in advance that a booth would be set
up at the Education Building,
MacQuarrie and Duncan Hall
complex.
But A.S. Adviser Louis Barozzi
said the election board decided on
the polling booth locations about a
week before the election.
A booth was placed at
MacQuarrie Hall for a few hours on
the second day of the election before
it was moved to the Men’s and
Women’s Gym area by Shoemaker.
Shoemaker said he moved the
booth to the location the election
board had decided upon earlier.
The unanimous opinion of the
Judiciary Committee stated:
"We find no evidence that the
election board made a decision to
place a booth at MacQuarrie Hall
and therefore that Mr. Shoemaker’s
actions in moving said booth was not
in violation of Act 23 as stated in the
complaint before the body."
The committee consisted of
history Prof. Aaron Goldman and
political science professors Fred
Weed and William McCraw. Student
members were Carol Sampson and
Gordon Cook.
"I think the committee made up
their mind before they heard my
complaint," McRory said.

by Mark Schwab

Nick Webster and Catherine Canfield stand beneath a sign which describes their activity.

Engineering school to limit admission

SJSU President Gail Fullerton
ewer
an find a hundred ways to cook hamburger," SJSU President
ton said at a press conference Wednesday, referring to dealing
with the current budget crunch. "You do what you can and at
me try to maintain quality.
like I’ve been swimming under water for two years and not
for air," she added.
on was appointed president of SJSU in June, 1978, iinafter Proposition 13 passed. She was inaugurated in spring of
3 cut $17 million each year from the California State
and Colleges system budget.
ding John Bunzel, who resigned from the position. Fullerton
as SJSU’s dean of Graduate Studies and Research for almost
ind a professor of sociology for nine yea is.
e CSUC faces Prop. 9, the income tax-cutting initiative on the
lot. Fullerton said current estimates are that the CSUC will
year cut of between $43 and $86 million if Prop. 9 passes.
I will likely increase in 1981-82, but Fullerton would not specify
a because she said no one is certain.
lepends on the health of the economy, she said, and actions
e state legislature.
without Prop. 9, Fullerton said it’s "clear" that further bud1 hit the CSUC because the state surplus "will be gone in ’81 irof Prop. 9."
:IC Board of Trustees will take some kind of action on tuition
in this month’s meeting, she said, but added she doesn t Know
actions will be.
)s may decide, if Prop. 9 passes, to levy the $25 annual tuition
t by the state legislature. Or trustees may ask the legislature
ceiling.
, morale "has suffered" she said, because of "long delayed
Real purchasing power has declined by 20 percent in the
al said Prop. 9 has nothing to do with the review of programs
er the past year. Reviews resulted in the elimination of the
e in business, the B.S. in Business Education and the B.A. in
)ducation - effective this fall.
re New uollege and Home Economics B.A. and M.A. are
but Fullerton did not say the CSUC chancellor would definiterecommendations. That decision is expected this summer.
ult of Prop. 13, the chancellors office has asked for reviews to
programs it felt were underenrolled. SJSU administration
ews those programs it felt were of questionable quality.
in said part of New College’s problem is in -quality control,"
n its M.A. program, and in the low enrollment of the B.A.
1 student-to-faculty ratio, she said, "is expensive."
)rt issued earlier this year, New College Provost Lawrence
mid that New College spent $2,096 per student in 1979-80, while
Is schools of Humanities and Arts and Social Science spent
1,234 respectively.
liege, created in 1968, was a response to that era’s own set of
Ei needs, Fullerton said.
change," she said, adding there’s been a shift in student
y fron liberal arts type programs into more technical areas.
lare’s been a 65 per cent enrollment increase in Engineering in
ee years, New College’s enrollment has dropped, from ap175 to 79 in that time.
lerton did note that program demand works in cycles - that
may call for ancther program similar to New College.
a was one of the first professors to teach in New College. She
time there and half-time as a sociology professor in the
iculum.
:he feeling we were inventing something," she said of New
ut later I had the feeling it ws being re-invented every year.
liege initially carried a single theme throughout a given
all disciplines - ranging from biology to sociology - to study
’hole.

Iecame fragniented," she said. "It doesn’t seem to be what
at the outset."
arts, humanities and American studies all have inry programs that weren’t available when New College
aid. While these programs don’t include the sciences, they
a good bit of the slack" if New College is discontinued.

by Yasunori Chiba
Due to overcrowding, the SJSU School of Engineering will limit its
admission of non-residents more narrowly next year.
"We must give admission priority to California residents," said
Thomas Schultz, associate dean of the School of Engineering.
This priority is clearly established by Title V and the Chancellor’s
directives, Schultz added.
Acceptance of non-resident students to the undergraduate level in the
school has been based on random selection since last fall, according to
Schultz.
The School of Engineering will temporarily halt admission of nonresidents for spring 1981 in order to give the school time to phase in a new
selection system, which will begin in the fall of 1981, according to Tom
Coke, an international student adviser at SJSU.
In fall 1981, the program may be declared "impacted," by the
Chancellor’s office, which would suggest a limiting of non-resident admissions, Schultz said.
Schultz said that acceptance of non-residents to the graduate level is

not a problem because the school still has space available.
If the School of Engineering at SJSU is declared an "impacted
program" by the Chancellor’s office, the school will select non-resident
students based on supplementary admission criteria such as the applicant’s overall grade point average and at least three letters of
recommendation.
The school will probably require at least 525 points in the TOEFL
Test of English as a Foreign Language.
Currently, international students are required to have English ability
with a TOEFL score of 500 for both undergraduate and graduate students,
except the Civil Engineering Department, which requires a 525 score for
graduate students only.
Approximately 35 percent of the students in the School of Engineering
are currently international students, according to Schultz. Approximately 50 percent of the Industrial and Civil Engineering departments consist
of international students.
"I don’t know how competitive it’s going to be in the new selection
service," Schultz said. "We hope, of course, it’s very: competitive."

wrap-up
Three degrees cut
Two business degrees and the
vocational education degree have
been terminated and New College
and home economics are in "serious
danger," according to Academic
Vice President Hobert Burns.
The B.A. degree in business
education and the vocational
education degree were killed by the
Chancellor’s office this spring
because of low enrollment. They will
not be offered this fall.
The business M.A. was absorbed
into the business M.S. degree, Burns
said.

Enrollment
dips slightly
SJSU enrollment of full-time
equivalent (FIEP students dipped
only .005 percent, from 18,169 to
18,109, since spring 1979, according
to Executive Vice President Jack
Coleman.
A demographic study conducted
by Academic Planning indicates
that enrollment will continue to drop
over the next decade, according to
Jack Foote, dean of academic
planning.
Coleman, however, described
the dr m as negligible. He said SJSU
is "close to bottoming out on its
enrollment decline" if it can shift
resources to meet student demands.
The 3 percent decline since last
fall, from 18,776 FTE students, was
actually "lower than historical
trends would indicate," Coleman
said.
Among the major schools, the
declines since last spring were
Business, 2.7 percent; Social
Sciences, 2 percent; Applied Arts
and Sciences, 1 percent; and
Humanities and Arts, .9 percent.
Increases occurred in Science, 4
percent; Engineering, 3.3 percent;
and Education, 1.9 percent.
The following programs all have
fewer than 200 enrolled FTE
students:
New College, which is being
recommended for termination,
plummeted 25 percent, athletics for
men and women dropped 11 percent
and Social Work fell 6 percent. The
School of Graduate Studies and
Research climbed 11 percent.

The home vomomics M.A. and
the B.A. concentrations in textiles
and education have been recommended for termination by SJSU
President Gail Fullerton and Burns.
The food -in -business concentration would be transferred to
the Nutrition, Foods and Dietetics
Department. Child development and
family relations would be combined
and placed in the School of
Education.
New College, though not formally terminated, will probably not
be here next year, Burns said. The
Academic Senate curriculum
committee, Fullerton and Burns
have all recommended that it be
discontinued.
B.A. programs currently under
review include German, botany,
entomology, physical science and
physics. The B.S. in physics is also
being reviewed.
The M.A. degrees being
reviewed include health care administration, physics, meteorology,
philosophy, Spanish, French,
geography and communication
studies. The physics and occupational therapy M.S. degrees are
also being considered.
According to Burns, none of
these programs are in immediate
danger.

Spartan Stadium
facelift continues
The enlarging of Spartan Stadium, which began in January, ran into
unexpected problems this semester.
Winter rain, construction delays and mishaps caused headaches for
SJSU Associate Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans and the
management of the San Jose Earthquakes soccer team.
Stolte Inc., the Oakland based firm which received the $3 million
bid to enlarge the stadium from 18,099 seats to approximately 22,000, lost
many working days because of the rain.
Because seats were removed for construction purposes, the stadium
currently only seats 13,500.
In the last month, the grass has been reseeded on the playing field,
and the soccer field has been widened, but the seating still remains
inadequate.
Officials hope that renovation of Section E, the 50-yard-line section on
the west side of the field, will be completed by June, leaving the stadium
with more than 16,000 seats for the end of soccer season and the beginning
of the SJSU football season this fall.
The biggest mishap was the broken irrigation line which caused a
3 1/2-foot deep lake on the playing field just one before the
Earthquakes’ scheduled home opener.
The game was cancelled, and scheduled for tw. ’reeks later but
cancelled again when the playing field was soaked from two days of
heavy rains.
The first phase of the construction is scheduled for completion in
December 1981, which will raise the seating capacity to 22,000. Additional
phases to bring capacity up to 24,000, and ultimately 30,000 seats, are
scheduled for the future.

Aeronautics suit on hold
A $1.5 million discrimination
suit was filed against SJSU and
Aeronautics Department Chairman
Thomas Leonard by two
Aeronautics majors and me
graduate student of Middle Eastern
descent.
The suit was filed Feb. 29 by
Nabil Taovil, Marcel Frangieh and
graduate Samir Asad.
The three charge that students
of Middle Eastern descent "receive
lower final grades than native born
students with the same test scores"
and "are frequently the object of
verbal harassment by aeronautics

faculty members." They also claim
they were misadvised.
They charge that the defendants
"knowingly
allowed
the
discrimination in the department to
continue."
The first trial date is scheduled
for Dec. 2 in San Francisco or San
Jose Federal Court.
A motion to dismiss the suit by
SJSU will be heard on June 2 at 10
a.m. in Federal Judge Robert Peck ham’s court.
According to a clerk for Judge
Peckham, a pre-trial conference is
set for Nov. 17 in San Francisco to

More wrap-up on 3, 4

determine the exact location of the
trial.
The case will be heard by a sixmember jury, which was requested
by the state attorney general’s office, who will be representing SJSU.

Daily to
resume in fall
Today’s Spartan Daily is the
final issue of the semester. The
Daily will return on August 28, 1980
for the first day of classes of the fall
semester.
In the meantime, we wish
everya le a good summer vacation
and good luck during finals week.
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Greek Week incident displays ’immaturity’
by Joan Casserly
Staff Writer

Until the recent Greek Week
controversy, I possessed many
unrealistic views about the Greek
system. I pictured a congenial atmosphere with endless parties,
serenades, exchanges and friendships.
After witnessing the close bonds
between fraternity and sorority
members, I realized the importance
of Greek organizations on a campus
of this size.
But, the whole Greek Week

incident dispelled many fabrications
that! had about the system.
Associated Students allocated
about $2,400 to Greek Week, with the
pretense that it would promote
Greek unity.
Five sororities that are members of Panhellenic ) a common
governing body that sets its rules
and guidelines decided to boycott
the week. So, as it happens, 10
fraternities and only one nonPanhellenic sorority Delta Zeta
participated in the activities.
Greek Week was destroyed. It is

inconceivable that the activities
could have been a success when the
male participants so greatly outnumbered the females. Whatever
the Panhellenic sororities set out to
do by boycotting, they were successful at ruining the events.
Greek Week was no longer a
week it was shortened to two days.
That was the first and most evident
sign that the boycott was working.
The whole Greek Week episode
was virtually ignored, for one basic
reason no one would talk. There is
nothing more frustrating than

getting barraged with a series of’ no
comments" from sorority members
who chose not to speak on the Greek
Week controversy. If their reasons
were so valid, why not share them
with the rest of us? What are they
trying to hide?
Since the students of SJSU paid
for Greek Week, they have the right
to know what happened.
The fraternity members were
not blameless either. Many refused
to even discuss Greek Week. After
all, they have a lot of friends in
sororities and "feared stepping on

New law needed to protect the press
by Hilary K. Hann
Staff Wrft-r

Among the propcsitions on the
June ballot that are scemingly being
eclipsed from the public view by the
magnitude of Proposition 9 is
Proposition 5 the freedom of the
press initiative.
If passed, this proposition would
add an amendment to the California
State Constitution that members of
the press could not oe held in contempt of court and jailed if they
refused to disclose the source of any
information which they got in
confidence and used for a story.
It is about time for this type of
legislation to come through, and it is
long overdue.
Since 1935, the press in
California has been working under
the semi-protection
a statute
under California Evidence Code
1070, known as the Newsman’s
Shield Law.
In the last decade, William Farr
of the Los Angeles Herald Examiner
and the Fresno Bee Four went to jail
because they refused to reveal their
sources after being subpoenaed.
If passed, this amendment will

be the strongest law protecting
newspersons ever to be included in a
state constitution.
Currently, 25 states have shield
laws and statutes similar to
California’s, but none possess the
prospective muscle that Prop. 5
would give to this protection.
Michigan and New York are the
only states in the country that come
close to having laws with the
strength that Prop. 5 proposes.
The proposition is being sponsored by the California Freedom of
and
Committee
Information
Assemblymen Jerry Lewis )37th
District, and Charles R. Imbrecht.
136th District.
In print, a clause will be added
to Article I of the constitution which
already states that any person may
speak, write or freely publish his
sentiments. The additional clause
would apply directly to any member
of the press, who is subpoenaed by
any legislative, administrative or
judicial body to reveal a source.
A proposition like this is late in
coming, especially for California,
which outweighs most of the nation
in the liberalness league.

Without a doubt, advc.:ates of
press freedom have introduced this
proposition in response to increasing
impotence of current shield laws.
Even getting this clause into the
constitution still does not guarantee
that newspersons would be absolutely protected in this regard.
The courts, especially, will always
find judicial loopholes to circumvent
the law, but at least with this clause
in the constitution it may be more
difficult for judges to get around it.
They will ultimately have to give the
protection privilege, when invoked
by newspersons, greater weight
before attempting to make reporters
breach their pledges of confidentiality.
Legislation is also needed in this
area at the state level, largely
because recent decisions at the
federal level have significantly
restrained the press.
In the 1972 Branzburg decision,
the U.S. Supreme Court said that
newspersons, like other citizens, are
not excused from appearing before a
grand jury to reveal their sources
when having been subpoenaed..
Shortly after the court handed

down that decision, some groups
struggled to introduce legislation to
add a clause similar to Prop. 9 into
the U.S. Constitution. In 1973, Sen.
Alan Cranston ( D-Calif. I, along with
support from retired Sen. Sam Ervin
and Sen. Edward Kennedy, tried to
introduce a protective measure for
the press but were unsuccessful.
The arguments are essentially
the same as to why journalists
should not be forced to reveal their
sources. If they are forced in court
or before a grand jury to talk, future
sources will be reluctant to talk. Not
only would this reservation by
potential sources be detrimental to
journalists, but ultimately the public
will suffer most.
Those who would stand in the
way of the news media’s privilege to
protect its sources should realize
that most of the stories that require
a source to be confidential are the
stories with great impact, such as
Watergate. They should realize that
stories investigating governmental
corruption or corporate neglect
would not come out if it weren’t for
the confidential source and the
recognized guarantee that what he

their toes." Apparently, they wanted
to keep themselves in a good light.
The whole situation demonstrated a great deal of immaturity.
In essence, it was a farce.
Though it can’t actually be
confirmed, Panhellenic boycotted
the activities because of the
presence of Delta Zeta. Buy why
didn’t they boycott the function last
semester when Delta Zeta participated and took first place in the
events?
Many members of Panhellenic
felt that the fraternities were
showing favoritism to Delta Zeta.
They wanted to know why other nonsocial Greeks were not involved in
planning or participating in Greek
Week. They have a valid point.
But as good as that argument
may be, it was just an attempt to
conceal their actual reason for the
boycott. Delta Zeta membership is
growing and its degree of influence
in the Greek system is increasing.
This could be threatening to other
sororities.

Brotherhood and sisterhood are
not things that should be confined to
the bounds of one sorority or
fraternity house. It seems that many
Greeks haven’t realized that yet.

says to a newsperson will be held in
confidence. In some cases, the
ramifications toward someone who
has "talked" to the press about
something could be quite adverse
from the people whom a story exposes.
Granted, not all stories are of
the Watergate proportion, but most
are serious when they demand a vow
of confidentiality from the reporter.
If a doctor is suspected of
malpractice or a public official has
been embezzling funds, it is the right
of the public, which may be affected,
to be aware of these kinds of improprieties.
It seems that in recent decisions
such as Gannett vs. De Pasquale,
which banned reporters from pretrial hearings, it is coming to the

battleground with the Sixth
Amendment the right to fair trial.
In many instances where
journalists have been made to appear before a court, judges have
used the argument that no revealing
a source interferes with the judicial
process to produce the facts of a
case. Once again, the old argument
here is that the press should not be
an arm of government. Requiring
them to appear would be just that.
The press has a separate function from that of govermnent. Its
separation from all other entities in
our society enables the press to be a
representative of the public in the
information -gathering process,
information that they should know,
might like to know and that may be
vital to their interest.

Studies Department, nothing under
Department
the
Philosophy
( although Asian and Indian
Philosophy courses are offered
nothing under Art History, and no
Arabic under the Department of
Foreign Languages (although they
offer Cantonese, Mandarin, French,

Greek, German, Hebrew, Italian,
Japanese, Latin, Portuguese,
Russian and Spanish, with Persian
available through extension).

Delta Zeta offered to withdraw
from the activities to avoid the
controversy. Though it was a
gracious gesture, it should have
never been made. No one should
have given in to the games
Panhellenic was playing. And if
Panhellenic had a grievance, Greek
Week was not an appropriate way to
convey it.
The fraternities did right by not
giving in to Panhellenic. They would
have benefitted more if they did not
act so cowardly and had been more
outspoken. It would seem to me that
this boycott would have made them
angry instead of so passive and
hesitant to talk.
I do not wish to criticize all
Greeks or Panellenic members, as
that would be unfair. But it is too bad
that a few had to ruin the week.

A

a

letters
Support
Editor:
Hooray for Stewart Clark and
Nancy Novo. It is about time the
Daily showed some support for
Prop. 9. Jarvis II is not the evil bill
that will take everyone out of school.
Taxes are so high right now that
something has to be done. and Prop.
13 was not enough when you consider
that thousands of people are paying
over 50 cents per gross dollar earned
in taxes.
Considering the actual cost of
SJSU, or any state university, we
are getting a deal. It is possible to
work for the summer and pay for
school yourself such as I did. It
really depends how important
education is to you.
There are many students here at
SJSU that have new stereos, cars
and other "so-called necessities"

who are receiving financial aid from
the state. In other words, I’m paying
for their tuition with my taxes. My
father is a "professional" and,
because of this fact. I can’t receive
financial aid even though I’m on my
own.
It is about time some justice was
done, and Props. 13 and 9 are just the
beginning. I’m voting "yes" on
Prop. 9, and I hope that more intelligent students like Nancy and
Stewart will, too.
Diana Lane
Business Administration

Kiss of death
Editor:
The decision of the A.S.
Judiciary Committee upholding the
recent A.S. election was the kiss of
death to a dying patient. Student

government at SJSU remains out of
the hands of the majority. With half
a million of our dollars and less than
5 percent of the students supporting
them, the present administration
can continue playing in their minklined sandbox.
The Election Board failed to
provide the students of this
university with a fair, unbiased and
legal election. Arbitrary switching
of voting booths on the day of the
election was wrong. Failure to
provide students with advertised
polling places and failure to have a
proper number of booths open were
serious faults that denied many
students the rights guaranteed them
by the A.S. Constitution.
I feel that certain members of
the Judiciary Committee were
sincere in their efforts to render a
fair verdict. However, it seems that
the professors who sat in judgment
were either biased or were inclined

not to honestly consider the
griev,ance because they didn’t want
to risk the trouble their decision
would have caused them. But little
more than that was expected of a
judiciary named by a group who has
everything to lose in fair court
proceedings.
Students in the School of Science
and in other parts of this university
will continue to work for better
student government.
Jim McRory, President
Biology Students Association

Thank you
Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Professor
Frederic A. Weed for his remarks on
the sculpture that was recently
installed in front of the Business
Tower. His letter proved beyond a
doubt the point I have beentrying to
make as a member of the General
Studies Committee: The need for
some sort of aesthetic education as
part of our General Education
program.
One might have expected sue’’,
unashamed ignorance from one of
our, as yet, untutored undergraduates, but we never hoped to
have our point so effectively
illustrated as it was by our
illustrious colleague from the
Political Science Department.
We stand ready to offer a
remedial aesthetics course for the
likes of Professor Weed. I am certain that letters of support for such
remedial education would be forthcoming from the members of the
committee which recommended the
internationally acclaimed creator of
the offending work of art for the
President’s Scholar award for this
year.
Dr. Kathleen Cohen
Art Department, Chairman

Almost nil
Editor:
The other night I saw the controversial film, "Death of a Princess." The movie and the panel
discussion that followed brought
home the fact that we know little
about the Moslem world and, in
particular, almost nil about Saudi
Arabia, a (outlay upon which we are
desperately dependent for oil.
My curiosity aroused, I wondered where I could learn more, so I
turned to my trusty SJSU General
Catalogue. I found two history
courses about the Middle East (not
offered spring or fall 1980), nothing
in the Anthropology Department,
one course titled "India and the
Middle East" under the Geography
Department (offered fall 1980),
nothing about Islam in the Religious

Susan Price
Urban Planning,
Graduate student

What do you think?
Question: What are you going to
do this summer?
(asked Tuesday at the Student Union)
I’ll be competing in the Santa Clara
Scholarship Pageant. That contest is a
prerequisite to the Miss California Pageant. I’ll
also be working to pay for my tuition and books
and all that good stuff. I’m an instructor at a
professional modeling agency in San Francisco.
I’ll probably also do some sailing on the Bay.
Julie Mares
Chemical Engineering,
sophomore
Working. Managing a gas station in Campbell. It’s an interesting job. You meet a lot of
people. I won’t be doing much in my spare time.
If my friends from back East visit me, maybe
we’ll do something. I’ll probably take them
someplace they’ve never been like Yosemite. I
like to live day by day. Whatever comes will
come.
Rafic Shalhoub
Electrical Engineering,
junior
I’ll be doing my internship for school,
working as a recreation and leisure studies
program master and trip coordinator. I’ll be up
in Trinity canoeing and sailing around San
Francisco Bay, among other things. I’ll also be
working in a Christian boys’ camp near Watsonville. In mid-August, I’m going to Newport
Beach for a week just to lay around in the sun.
Terry Hensley
Recreation Administration,
senior
Teaching a drum and bugle corps. I’m an
instructor with the local Raiders corps for 14- to
21 -year-old kids. I also teach pereusskm and
write music for bugle. I’ll be traveling all over
the country straight through from June until
August 21. I’ll be on a hot, sweaty bus with 100
kids. I’ve been doing it every summer for the
past 15 years.
Alan Kristensen
Music, senior
Working as a dietician’s assistant at a
hospital. I am really looking forward to the
summer. I’m going to rest. I’ll just be working
and won’t have to take my job home with me. It’s
a lot easier than school. I’ll be relaxing by
working, you might say. I’ll also be going to
Arizona to lie around a pool for a week.
Anne O’Malley
Dietetics, senior
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A.S. constitution set for fall A.S. allocations committee
The council generally felt that funding for
Reed literary magazine could be obtained
through Instructionally Related Activities
IRA or special allocations if all else failed.
With those cuts made, the final total for
the budget was $483,127, leaving $6,873
unallocated The unallocated funds will be
used for next year’s special allocations.
The budget, which needs the signature of
SJSU President Gail Fullerton before it can
go into effect, may not be final.
Fullerton told A.S. President Nancy
McFadden in an "informal conversation"
that she wants Reed reinstated into the
budget. She did not say that she would not
sign the budget but that she thought the Reed
should be given some time to find alternative
funding.
The budget stipulations brought on new

This was the last semester for the A.S.
council. Next semester the new constitution
will take effect, creating a 12-member board
of directors to replace the present 20-member
body.
With 363 students voting in the March 12
and 13 election, only 1.5.percent of the student
body, the new constitution passed by a 4-to-1
margin. The final vote was 289-74.
One of the biggest issues of the semester
was the budget.
Cut from the budget were the A.S. Bike
Shop, SCALE, Busines Equal Opportunity
Program i BEOTh and Reed Magazine.
The bike shop was cut because council
said the service was better available through
off-campus repair shops.
SCALE and BEOP were cut because the
council felt that the services offered were
duplicated through other programs.

The Students for Action, Access and Accountability
(SFA party swept the A.S. elections last month with
Michael Medina emerging as the new AS. president.
SFA won every executive seat and the board of
directors except for two, where there were no SFA candidates.
There was a small voter turnout of 1,586 students. This
represented about 6 percent of SJSU’s approximately
25,000 students. Last year’s turnout was about 2,600.
The new vice president is Rebecca Graveline and
controller is Tom Fil. Both were previously A.S. council
members.
A complaint to declare the election illegal was filed by
Jim McRory, president of the Biology Students
Association.
He claimed A.S. Election Board Chairman Robert
Shoemaker arbitrarily moved a voting booth the election
board had decided upon earlier.
The A.S. Judiciary Committee heard the complaint
and declared the complaint invalid, thus upholding the
election results.

The School of Business’
said.
report to American
"The problem we’re
AcBusiness
School
having getting professors
to teach accounting and
creditation Committee
ABSAC can’t be started
finance is a natural
problem and will probably
until Proposition 9, the
tax -slashing
income
get worse," Laurie said.
initiative on the June 3
The problem has to do
ballot, either passes or with supply and demand,
fails, according to Edward
Laurie explained, "You get
Laurie, associate dean of what you pay for. and
the School of Business.
California doesn’t pay well
The report will discuss
what the School of Business
will be doing to increase
the percentage of full-time
teachers with Ph.D.s in the
Bill Berry brought the
departments of accounting
winning
tradition
of
and finance, Laurie said.
Michigan
State University
But "I can’t deal with a
with
him
when
he
took
the
situation that doesn’t
head coaching position at
exist," Laurie added.
Much of the report’s perennial PCAA doormat
content will depend on ,.,2,0;SU before the 1979-80
effects or Jarvis II, Taurie season.

In the special election
held March 12 and 13, 289
students, or 80 percent of
the 363 who voted, approved the constitution. It

This year’s committee
discussed guidelines all
groups seeking funds next
fall must conform to. These
guidelines were approved
by the A.S. Council on April
30.
High

74

The constitution was
implemented in the A.S.
general elections held April
23 and 24.
Each board of director
has a specific job
description and assigned
responsibilities.

for teachers."
Laurie also pointed out
that the cost of housing in
this area is an additional
deterrent to job-hunting
teachers.
-We’ll fix up what we
can," Laurie said, but he
added that the accreditation
committee
shouldn’t blame the school

Winning coach

A.S. adopts new format
was opposed by
students, or 20 percent.

Groups, clubs and
organizations
student
needing money to stage
events next year can look
to the Special Allocations
Committee to more carefully dole out the available
funds.

priority

for

Business report must wait

SFA controls
new A.S. board

A new A.S. constitution
changing the council’s
structure was approved by
1.5 percent of the approximately 25,000 SJSU
students.

gets tough with limits

controversy. Tht, council voted to uphold
boycotts of Coors beer, Holiday Inn and states
that have yet to ratify the ERA.
The Coors boycott stems from that
company’s alleged discrimination in hiring.
The Holiday Inn ban is in response to the
building of San Jose’s Park Plaza Holiday Inn
on ancient Indian burial grounds.
Next semester, the reins will be taken
over by A.S. Attorney General Mike Medina,
who was elected to the office of president.
Current councilmember Rebecca Graveline
will return as vice president.
Current A.S. President McFadden will
remain in student government as a board
member. She will fill the California State
Affairs seat.
Current councilmember Tom Fit will
return as A.S. controller, formerly known as
AS. treasurer.

Another change from
the new constitution was
the elimination of the paid
position of A.S. personnel
officer and public information officer. Now
these positions are board of
directors.
The attorney general
was
also
position
eliminated.
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A Special Heant6ett THANK YOU To
The Students o6 San Joze State,
The Associated Students Nanization, The Student Union Sta66,
Spaktan Shops, InztAuctionat
ReAcunces Centek, Pkezident
Futtektoniz 066ice, Univekzity
Potice, Ptant Opetation4, Span-tail
Daity, Independent Weekty, Cottage
Magazine, Good Timez Magazine,
Wu -Wei Associate -4, and an Extka
Thankz to The Wednezday Cinema
and SiLvet Scrteen Sta66,Kumi Capps,
Ted Gehkke and Rick Batez Fok Att
The Hetp, Mont and Suppokt in
Making 1979-1980 a Succus.
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2) Sigmund Freud was:
A. NBA scoring leader of 1979
B. inventor of the moped
C. a famous psychologist
3) Prop. 9 is concerned with:
A. legalization of pyramids
B. banning of male strip shows
C. cuts in the state budget
This isn’t your typical GMAT, GRE, or even LSAT
prep test. III fad., passing this test won’t even
qualify you for Harvey’s Institute of Birdwatching.
But, if you answered two of the questions correctly,
you’ve qualified for our special luncheon deal (see
coupon below I. If you were unfortunate enough to
miss 2 of the questions, look at the answers below
and retake the test. Good luck on your finals!

Congratulations to all
1980 graduates!
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Final
Dt Exam
1) Who is the President of SJSU?
A. Bella Abzug
B. Jane Fonda
C. Gail Fullerton
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Free Order Of Fries 1
Buy a large sandwich ( fish filet, Big Mac, quarter-I
pounder, or steak sandwich), and receive a f reel
order of regular fries.
Good only at 90E. San Carlos
Offer expires June 15,1980
One coupon per customer
Answers 1 1
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Manpower has
hundreds of jobs
Now.
Clerical Adm,,,strative - Secretarial
PBX - File Clerks - A/P, A/R Clerks
-

Accounting Clerks Word Processors
nose
Assembly- Production og
Ship/Receive Sales

We have openings all over the L,r At, a, a choice
of locations, jobs, duties, long or short term assignments.

Summer Jobs
Daily Interviews
8 AM - 5 PM
Manpower offices:
3358 Stevens Creek Blvd., San Jose
Oakridge Mall, San Jose
4333 El Camino, Palo Alto
480 South Ellsworth, San Mateo
#9 Rancho Del Mar, Aptos
701 South Main Street, Salinas

MANPOWER
TEMPORARY SERVICES
tmoimwthmennkf,,
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NO! tielniin

IMCIF

SPECIAL PRICE

WHAT’S 111E ULTIMATE 9- LETTER WORT)
FOR rmE MOVIE TUAT CouLp 6IVE
ANYONC OVE-k 21 A STROKE?

If the accreditation
committee was still
unimpressed, the school
could lose its accreditation.

SJSU
Counseling
Services

The Spartans swept by
PCAA foes Santa Barbara,
Utah State and Long Beach
State in rapid succession
before traveling to I.incoln,
Neb. to meet the University
of Missouri.

cate existing services
available on campus will
find it difficult to get a recommendation for money
from next year’s committee.
The guidelines specify
that requests for printing,
advertising, food, sports
equipment, office supplies
or club national, regional,
state or local fees will be
denied.
The committee will
also recommend not to
fund recruitment drives or
expenses, scholarships or
awards,
programs
restricted to club members, any travel by a group
or any event more than two
miles from campus.

But that couldn’t be
until at least 1984, Laurie
said, "And by that time it
will be somebody else’s
headache."

The Spartans, led by
seniors Mikki Jackson, 1st
Team All-PCAA selection
Wally Rank and Dan
Sullivan, swooped to a
seven point halftime lead
before unraveling and
losing to the Tigers by 10,
61-51.

Berry transformed a
1978-79
7-20
pathetic
Spartan team into a poised,
hustling group of winners,
as SJSU posted a 17-11
overall mark to capture the
PCAA crown and earn an
NCAA playoff berth for the
first time in 29 years.

for a national problem.
If the accreditation
committee does disapprove
of the school’s progress in
solving the problem, it can
put the School of Business
on probation for three
years. At the end of that
period, the school would
submit another report.

funding will be given to
events which promote
any cultural or educational
event that is not funded by
the university, and programs which assist groups
to become financially selfsupporting.
cially self-supporting.
The
committee
deemed that groups that
have received funding, or
are seeking to publicize
themselves
with
newsletters or T-shirts,
bumper stickers, buttons
and similar paraphernalia
should receive a low
priority of funding.
Also, programs with
declining student interest,
attendance or that dupli-

flekti On Tenth off San Carlos

May 16. 198C
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Burglary, vandalism surge
reported by campus police
ford, although complete statistics
for the semester have not been compiled.

University Police have experienced an increase in vandalism
and burglaries in the South Campus
area and in the incidence of thefts
from the two campus garages this
semester, according to Police Information Officer Russ Lunsford.

University Police, with the
addition of three new officers, now
has 19 active officers. However, the
department should have about 32
officers, and University Police
would like to hire 10 new officers
anyway, Lunsford said.

There have been acts of vandalism and burglaries around
Spartan Stadium, presently the
scene of construction.

The passage of Proposition 9,
the income tax -slashing initiative,
could have an adverse impact on the
hiring of new officers, although
SJSU President Gail Fullerton has
said there will be no cuts in public
safety, Lunsford said.

There have also been numerous
reports of batteries being stolen
from cars parked in the garages.
Lunsford speculated that the batteries are being stolen to power the
hydraulic systems of lowrider"
cars.

University Police have also
recently acquired four new police
cars at a cost of about $24,000. The

The overall crime rate seems to
be up slightly, according to Luns-

Problems cause Prof fights
Iranians to drop tenure denial

cars, Chrysler ’Volares,’ will be on
the road as soon as police radios and
other equipment are installed.
Lunsford said.
University Police is still
awaiting the installation of a new
communication system. This system
will have four channels, including
two police bands, one commercial
band for paging and other commercial messages and a mutual aide
channel which will allow University
Police to patch in calls to other
police agencies. The present system
has only one channel.

1.e University Police offices
will have to be remodeled to permit
installation of the new system and
the system may be operational by
the beginning of fall semester.

Buildings face pitfalls
There are two major
issues on campus which
are related to construction
and will continue to be of
great importance to SJSU
students.
These two issues are
the new SJSU library,
presently under construction, and tht proposed
Fourth Street parking
garage.

However, construction
of the library may be held
up for several months due
to a possible statewide
carpenter strike on June
16, according to one source.

but when most of the people
at the Environmental
Impact Report (EIR)
hearing on March 21 voiced
their disapproval of it,
submission of the EIR for
approval was extended to
October.

Barring a possible
carpenter strike, the

Construction costs may rise
if carpenters strike

The construction of the
new library, which was
library is scheduled to be
slowed down considerably
completed in the summer
during the winter months
of 1981.
by heavy rains, is
-progressing very well,"
The other topic which
according to Executive
Vice
President
Jack has been of major consideration this past
Coleman.
semester has been the
Frank
Borunda, proposed Fourth Street
construction site super- parking garage.
visor for the $10 million
campus library project,
The garage, if built,
said if there is a strike, would be located where the
-the contract would just be condemned Social Science
extended to give us more Building is now, and would
time." However, it cannot stand tentatively five
yet be determined that in stories high and acthe possibility of a long commodate 1,000 cars.
strike how much more
building materials would
The Fourth Street
cost due to rising inflation. garage will come before
the California State
University and Colleges
J. Handel Evans, Board of Trustees for
associate executive vice approval in October, acpresident, said, -We’re cording to Coleman. It was
just going to have to wait originally to be considered
and see what happens."
by the trustees this month

The text of the EIR
seemed to indicate that the
Fourth Street garage was
the best alternative to
alleviating SJSU parking
problems. Other groups,
such as the Save Our
Structures committee.

have said that parking
problems are minimal due
to declining enrollment and
rising gas prices, which
would deter students from
driving to campus
Since the EIR hearing,
the administration seems
to have relented on the real
need for a garage. Coleman
recently said, "We must
have approval from the
Board of Trustees before
we can even think of
building a garage."
1

COUPON
$5 OFF
Every Order over 530
Coupon expires 9/30/80

Uncertainty as to results of President Carter’s action
of breaking diplomatic relations with Iran and the recent
failed attempt to raid the U.S. Embassy in Tehran to
rescue American hostages has remained with Iranian
students at SJSU.
Carter’s actions made it difficult for Iranian students
to get money .from relatives in Iran. Those Iranian
students who run out of their savings in coming months
will have to find some way to manage their lives here if
they are to continue their education.
Another problem that Iranian students face is their
visas. If their visas will expire in coming months, they will
be forced to leave the country, since the Immigration and
Naturalization Service will not issue extensions of their
stays.
An international student adviser, Tom Coke, said that
Iranian students already have so many problems that
they can in no way concentrate on their studies.
Some Iranians have already given up their attempts
to continue their education. One Iranian student said, "I
don’t care even if I have to quit school. Iran is more important than my graduation."
Some others are optimistic about their lives here. As
another Iranian student said, "So far I don’t have any
problems. I think I will be able to manage my life here."
Either way, their lives are not easy in this country.
And the number of the Iranian students at SJSU will
decrease next semester, since no new Iranian students
are coming, while some already here will return to Iran or
quit school.
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NEED A LITTLE
CAN TO MOUTH
RESUSCITATION?

Dirty Car!
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Progressive Productions and San Jose State A.S.P.B.
sums,
THE SOUTH BAY’S HOTTEST RISING ACTS
sulk

TECATE--

E.1-1(LVcr\14)

Jump Into
Tutafols

Bulge a)

5,1304.

The AM:ENTIRE
THE BLUE LIGHTNING LASER LIGHT SHOW

of

Tonight 8:00 p.m.

SPORT

J S U. Student Ballroom

PARACHITING!
1st Jump

STEVENS PARA-LOFT

Beach In A

AOl

Call in Tecate Trio Bravo. An icy, red can of Tecate
Beer imported from Mexico, topped with lemon and salt.
It takes your thirst and puts it away!

Group Rates

Don t Hit The

Perhaps the most uiiportant event to occur within the
School of Science this semester was the grievance
procedure of Thomas Balgooyen, assistant profe.isor of
biology.
Balgooyen filed for the grievance process when he
was denied tenure in 1978. The process involved a series of
public hearings before a three-member grievance panel,
and written argumenty from both Robert Sasseen,
associate academic vice president, who is handling the
university’s ease, and Communications Studies Prof.
David Elliott, who is Balgooyen’s advocate.
The 1978 order to deny Balgooyen tenure and the
subsequent grievance procedure has had what one biology
student called a "polarizing" effect on the department,
"but one that I think will mend fairly quickly" once the
case is resolved.
The Biology Students Association and zoology faculty
members have supported Balgooyen in his attempt to
prove he received unfair and procedurally incorrect
tenure and promotion hearings, but other faculty members seem to be split in their support. No comments can be
made on the case at this time, however, since the decision
is still pending.
The written arguments are being reviewed by the
grievance committee, which consists of Sociology Prof.
Alvin Rudoff, Marketing and Quantitative Studies Prof.
Lawrence Lapin and Librarian Jo Whitlatch.
The committee will make a recommendation to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton, who will then make the final
decision on Balgooyen’s complaint.
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Think of a ship as a corporation, and it’s not farfetched at
all. A destroyer may have
fifteen officers, other ships
even fewer. Even the most
junior officer gets to share in
running the show.
You become part of the
management team when you
get your commission as an
ensign after just 16 weeks of
leadership training at Officer
Candidate School.
Choose to be a Navy officer
and you are responsible for
people and equipment almost
immediately.
Many officers go on for
further advanced schooling.
The Navy has literally dozens
of fields for its officers

everything from nuclear propulsion to systems analysis,
oceanography to inventory
management. In graduate
school. this training would
cost you thousands, but in
the Navy, we pay you.
Ask your Navy representative about officer opportunities, or mail this coupon for
more information. Or call
toll -free 800-841-8000 (in GA
call toll -free 800-342-58551.
There’s no obligation, and
you’ll learn about an excellent
way to start a career in
management. As a college
graduate you can get management experience in any industry. But you’ll get it sooner
and more of it in the Navy.

NAVY ()I4,00117NiTY
C140
INFORMANION CENTER
11.1) Box 211410
Pelham Manor. New York 10803
0 Yes. I’m interested in becoming
a Navy Officer. Please send me
more information.11N I
Nam.
Addresses
State -Zip

city

Wollege/Univeralte
T(Iraduation Date.

OGrade Point

AMatori Minor
Phone Number
ARI A
0
CNVISO
The More we Know Tit* Mow %V* Can Holp
The Pnvacy Act under Tstle 10 Sectson 503.
Nib and Slo mates that you do run have to
answer the pommel quern ulna we have milted
However. the more we know. t he more
accurately we can determine YO.r snstabfkis
Dona tor our N., Oftster Proterarn

INC.

San Jose, Calif. 95112

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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’Pitching carried1980 Spartans
by Jeff Morris
Pitching, defensive
versatility, and a secondhalf offensive explosion
were the staples of the 1980
Spartan baseball squad.
An 11-7 finish in the
second half of the Northern
California Baseball
Association race put the
Spartans in second at the
season’s end. SJSU used a
fast finish to close out the
year at 29-22-1.
"We survived an early
season hitting slump and
our pitching remained
A44A, strong
throughout the
season," said head coach
by Julie Levy Gene Menges, who plans to
Gene Menges, SJSU’s winningest coach with
remain at the top spot until
more than 300 victories, discusses the past "Somebody tells me that
season.
I’ve had enough."

Spartan Pub
Presents

JAZZ

Pitching was the forte
of the 1980 squad, but with
four seniors departing
from the staff, Menges
readily admits that is
where his recruiting efforts
will be the strongest.
"Our pitching was
of
thought
highly
throughout the league and
we silenced a lot of heavy
hitters," Menges said.
"Right now our only
tested returning starter is
Mark Langston," Menges
said of his left-handed
sophomore who received
All-NCBA first team
honors and was one of only
three unanimous choices to
the squad.
The season began on a
less than enthusiastic note
for the Spartans as first
baseman Greg Robles, who
led the Spartans in doubles,
triples and homers in ’79
was declared ineligible
because of a credit
deficiency.
"I had my line-up all
set and two days before the
season opener Robles is
disqualified,"
Menges
lamented.
"That was the big blow
and I had to make some
defensive changes because
nobody on the team had
practiced at first during
the preseason," Menges
said.
Menges was forced to
put leftfielder Stan Jones, a
transfer from Foothill JC
at first, a position he
played sparingly in junior
college.
"You have to admire
the job Stan did at first
because he only had about
a day to prepare for a
position he would have to
play all season," Menges
said of Jones, who led the
Spartans in stolen bases
with 26.
Menges’ "juggled"

APARTMENT

Today
4-7
Tuesday
5-8
Thursday
5-11

Before You Seek a
Job Counselor, Be Sure
to Read "Job Counseling
More Hype Than Help,"
in JUNE REDBOOK
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NO WAITING
FREE PARKING

can’t tell you who will be
here next year, but we will
be green on the mound and
our hitting may have to
carry us," he said.

ankle injury in the early
stages of the season, hit
three home runs in the last
six contests and is expected
to provide the long ball
power next year along with
Brown.
The San Jose native
wound up in second place in
RBIs with 23, behind
Brown’s 41.
In looking to the future,
Menges knows that the
Spartans’ 1981 season will
depend largely on how well
the pitching holds up.
"I don’t make players
sign letters of intent so I

Pitching coach Jeff
Gingrich will return to
instruct the staff, but
Menges is uncertain of the
status of batting coach
Chris Pedretti.
Pedretti, a former
SJSU baseballer, had in
dicated that he might be
returning to Turlock,
where his father is a high
school coach.
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Street Pharmacy
Congratulations
Graduates
Cards, Gifts, and
Best Wishes!
Cosmetic consultant
Debbi Roofener,
from
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Large High Energy Sea Food

Physic ians Formula Cosmetics

Restaurant in San Jose
is Now Hiring

Finals Finale

11th & SAN CARLOS
(1 BLK. from CAMPUS)

for rent
SUMMER
$375
2 bdrm., 2 ba.
partly turn,
pool, jacuzzi,
sauna, rec room
in Campbell
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SPARTAN

infield had many different Nevada-Reno.
looks during the course of
In the fifth inning of
the season as injuries and that game, SJSU scored 19
hitting slumps seemed to runs on 20 hits, setting an
wreck havoc with the NCAA record in both
Spartans during the early categories.
going.
"Obviously that was
Chris Gallego, who was the highlight of the season
slated to play third base for me and the team,"
this season, spent the Menges said. Menges had
majority of the year at reached a
personal
second because of a mid- coaching milestone with
season injury to shortstop 300 victories this season,
Sam Walker, whose spot making him the winningest
had to be filled by second SJSU coach in history.
baseman Kevin Jones.
He was quick to point
"We made a lot of out the season low also.
errors because these
"The loss to the
people had not played
together long enough to University of Nevada -Las
know each others’ moves," Vegas in 16 innings was a
very tough defeat to take,"
Menges said.
Menges said.
"But by the time the
"To lose a game on a
season was coming to a
close, things fit together dropped ball after a called
nicely so that we could strikeout was really too
manage to turn a much," the SJSU mentor
reasonable amount of emphasized.
double plays," he said.
Menges received a
If there was a
pleasant surprise with the
weakness in the Spartans, play of Mike
Brown, who
it was their attitude toward came
on during the second
non-league
opponents, half of the season to viraccording to Menges.
tually carry the batting
"We got too pumped up load.
for the league and tended to
Brown, who like
be too relaxed for our nonleague games," Menges I angston was named to the
All-NCBA first team, led
said.
"You need those non- the Spartans in virtually
league victories when ’the every offensive category.
voting for at-large berths in
"Brownie made a very
the NCAA playoffs are big difference in our opdecided."
ponents’ attitude toward us
Menges’ point was in the latter stages of the
painfully clear as the season because he was
University of Nevada - liable to blast one at any
Reno, which finished time," Menges said.
behind the Spartans in the
second half NCBA race at
"You have to look at
10-9, got an at-large berth the improvement Rick
in the District 8 NCAA Dominguez made, also. He
playoffs because of their really showed some power
40-20 overall mark.
at the plate late in the
Offensively,
the year," Menges said.
Spartans will always
whose
Dominguez,
remember their April 26
"jackpot" game against playing time was cut by an

=
? Waitpersons. Buspersons, Bartenders.
Cooks, Salad Preps, Cashiers, Fish
Cutters and Dishwashers. Apply in
person at 177 W. Santa Clara St.
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STUPID

Its stupid to pay more when wet make high
quality Xerox copies for you for only 4(
And 31/2( overnight.
And we reproduce dissertations on thesis
’
quality cotton rag for only 8C.
No minimums

KINKO’S COPIES
481 E SAN CARLOS ST
14081 295 5511
123 SO THIRD ST (408) 295-4336

will be here May 28 from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. with:
Advice about cosmetic problems
Trial formulas and
makeup demonstrations
Call Joan at 294,9131 to make an
appointment for a half-hour consultation or just stop by on May 28.
Clip this ad so you don’t forget.
Get Father’s Day cards and gifts now.
Avoid the rush.

Thanks for your patronage.
See you in the Fall.

10th Street Pharmacy
448 E. Santa Clara at 10th
294-9131

Study til sunrise in the Student Union

A
WINNING
COMBINATION:
YOUR

TEXTBOOKS

OUR

COLD

CASH
The Student Union will remain open all night long during finals
week, May 19 through May 23. Vending carts will provide food and
free coffee each night from 10 p.m. until 4 a.m.

VeeVE.
330 South Tenth Street

WE

HAVE

TO

San Jose, Calif. 95112

TRY

Or study at Spartan Bakery til 10

HARDER

Donuts, cookies, free coffee from 7 to 10 p.m., and lots of tables to
relax or read at.
Whether you study at the Union. the Bakery. or the kitchen table, good luck on finals.
Space for this ad paid for by A S
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PCAA meet concludes ’one of those years’
by Jon Bloom
It has not been the
calmest of seasons for
Ernie Bullard and the
SJSU track squad, which
left for Irvine yesterday for
the two-day PCAA championship meet.
SJSU, which was
favored from day one to
take the PCAA title, now
finds itself in a soon-to-be
dogfight with arch-rival
Long Beach State.
Spartan chances for
the team crown have been
severely decimated during
the past three days, as
sprinter Willie Jackson,
long jumper Essodina Atchade and hurdler Jerome
Bearden all have been declared out of the PCAA battle with assorted injuries.
It’s been that kind of
year.
-You could write a

ENDS TONIGHT
THE SAN JOSE

novel about this year,"
Bullard sighed earlier this
week. "We’ve had our
share of problems and you
could say if this or if that’
but ’ifs’ don’t mean a damn
thing. You have problems
every year and you have to
accept them"
In the beginning
everything went rosey for
the Spartans. They were
ranked sixth nationally
among dual meet teams
and boasted talent deluxe,
including the anticipated
return of Olympic hurdler
Dedy Cooper, a potentially
world class 400-meter relay
team and a Swiss national
hero in pole vaulter Felix
Bohni.
But the clouds of
controversy converged
quickly upon the unsuspecting Spartans in the
form of a highly volatile
Cooper, who eventually
decided to skip the season
and compete instead for
the Bay Area Striders
track club.
Almost immediately
after Bullard thought he
was through with worrying
about Cooper, more trouble

began in the Spartan camp
Foster,
Tim
when
originally recruited as a
400-meter man, decided he
wanted to run sprints instead.
deliberation
Much
followed and Fester pingponged on and off the
Spartan roster before being
reinstated as the lead
runner on the 400-meter
relay team. Bullard was
later to admit that Foster
wasn’t a 400 -runner
"mentally" and that he and
his staff should have forseen the problem.
By this time, the Spartans had fallen to 10th in
national rankings after
what Bullard called the
team’s "best competitive
effort" in the USC Invitational meet.
The 400 meter relay
team of the newly "reinstated" Foster, I who just
four days earlier had "been
suspended for the remainder of the season for attitude problems," according
to Bullard, Jackson, Ken
Thomas and Ernest Lewis
ran one of their fastest
times of the year, a blazing

40.2.
The relay quartet
would later lower that
impressive
already
clocking to an eye-opening
39.7, but with no help from
Lewis, who left the team
with weight and training
problems.
Even with enough
worries and event juggling
to choke a horse, Bullard’s
boys managed to cruise to
a 4-1 dual meet record,
boasting big wins over
Arizona,
Stanford,
Hayward State and Long
Beach State.
"We got an exceptional
effort from everybody in
the Long Beach victory (8478 )," Bullard said. "Our
guys went into a real
hornet’s nest down there
and performed.
"When we see them
again in the conference
meet, it will be our quality
versus Long Beach’s depth.
Their guys are ready for us
this time. They did a lot of
talking at the West Coast
Relays."
With three key Spartans out of the fray, Bullard
has "doped out" the meet

on paper, matching various
best times and marks
throughout the league this
year, and the net result is
Long Beach on top by five
points.
However, as Bullard
made clear, "Meets are not
won off dope sheets."
The Spartans, with a
healthy Thomas, Bohni,
and Thurlis Gibbs, along
with a very strong supporting cast featuring Curt
Ransford, Stan Ross and
Paul Bishop, ought to be in
a good position to give the
49ers a run for the title.
been
has
SJSU
crowned PCAA king six
times since the league
came into being in 1969.
The last victory came in
1977 before UC-Irvine, led
by all-everything performer LaMont King, captured

the title for the next two
years.
The Anteaters of Irvine
are not in the same position
this season, having lost
Xing and facing tougher
SJSU and Long Beach
clubs.
Bullard is hoping
certain individuals from
Irvine, such as hurdler
Greg Marjima and 400
meter star Tony Wells, will
come through with strong
performances to offset the
Long Beach depth.
"The trouble with a
meet like this is that there
are six teams and five
places that will score
points," Bullard said.
"Some points don’t come
hard to many teams and
that’s always been our
problem
the lack
of
depth."

For SJSU to wrest the
crown away from Irvine,
top marks will have to
come from Thomas in the
100 meters, where Long
Beach’s Horace Berry will
press him from the gun;
Ross in the 1,500 meters;
Bishop in the discus and
Ransford in the javelin.
Bohni is the only
Spartan that should win
hands down as his only real
competition comes from
teammate Kim Black.
Even if the Spartans
get through the PCAAs
unscathed, the future could
see a new-look SJSU team
with Title IX cutting some
scholarships.
"We’re going to take a
long look at the direction
this program is going to

take," Bullard said. "With
Prop. 9 and other variables, we’ll have to examine
whether we want a strong
dual meet team or just
compete a few good people
in the larger meets," (such
as the Jenner Classic).
"If we go for the large
meet team, we’ll put more
money in fewer athletes,
like USC and Texas-El
Paso, and put the emphasis
on the NCAAs," Bullard
said. "We’d have to put our
energy in superior people if
we do it that way.
"Circumstances dictate what you do. If the
funding is less, you’ve got
to decide which way would
better help the team, but
the No. 1 priority is to retain the quality."
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Easy on the pocketbook:
Starting May 13: L.A. to Shannon:
only $409 one way, $747* round
trip. L.A. to Amsterdam; just $419
one way. $747* round trip. Add
$25 for our Shannon, Amsterdam
stop-over flight. Round trip
fares to both Amsterdam
and Shannon arteffective through
December. 1980.

LUNA

Easy to put together.
No advance purchase requirements. No length of stay rules or
cancellation fees. Plus the option
to land in one country and leave
from another. Call
your travel agent or
call Transamerica
Airlines toll-free at ($411))
228-5800. We fly to more
places in more countries
than any other airline.
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College Ring
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reduced prices.
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APioneer FM/AM/FM Stereo RecIver ModI SX6110.
Produces 30 watts of power per channel with minimum
RMS at 8 ohms from 20 20 000 H: with no more than
0 1% THD Features tuning meter tope monitor stereo
headphone lack FM signal to noise 80 dB (mono) 70
dB stereo
859014EUX D77113.17487
$300.00
IPioneer A rla 70 Three -Way Speaker System. Sound
reproduction with up to 120 watts RMS channel power
capability. Features 12- cone woofer. 4’ , cone midrange and 1% cone tweeter for high fidelity sound In
walnut grained vinyl cabinet.
974919EUX12997.9997
$199.00t
CPionwer Stereo Cassette Dock with Dolby NR Model
CTF500. Accurate audio reproduction through DC servo
control motor, automatic shut-off, permalloy heads.
Signal to noise 64 dB (Dolby NR). Wow and flutter, 0.05%
(WRMS).
959049EUX13144 12647
$195.00
DMaxell UD-90 Minute Cassette Tape. Reproduces wide
frequency range with high sensitivity.
1125462EM0313 297
$4.75

QUADRAPHENIA

FSony Stereo Headphone Model DRS3. Dynamic stereo
reproduction through lightweight ear enclosures Excellent frequency response. Coiled cord
9011231E1493242 1492
$30.00
GPloneer FM/AM/FM Stereo Receiver Model SX 5110.
20 Watts per/channel, RMS at 8 ohms. 0.3% total har.
manic distortion. 20-20,000 Hz. Power meters.
9119006EUX131194.137113
$250.00
HPlenser Auto-Return Direct Drive Turntable Model
P1200. Features quiet DC motor, auto shut-off. anti -feedback cabinet and coaxial suspension. Wow flutter:
0.025% (WRMS), signal to noise. 75 dB (Din B).
900230EUX12993.114113
$149.00
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Best specials
expire: June 7 1980
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FILM FESTIVAL
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A TRIBUTE TO
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ALFRED HITCHCOCK
THANKS FOR YOUR
PATRONAGE

Your Jostens representatiq on campus.
May 16 through May 23

DATE

TIME 8:130-5:00

EPlonestr 3-Head Dolby Cassette Deck Model CIFISO.
Features close -loop dual capstandrive. DC motor operation, solenoid controls. adjustable bias. Accepts metal
tape Fluroscon metering. Signal to noise: 69 dB (Dolby).
Wow and flutter: 0.04% (WRMS).
120320W X3784Z$311117
$495.00
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See many Incredible values such as these In the Best
May/June Sale Catalog for a sampling of the hundreds of
brand name Items featured at Best Products.

CAMPBELL: 550 W. Hamilton Ave.
374-6630

GRADUATION CENTER NOW OPEN

Mon -- Fri

10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday-- 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday -- noon to 5 p.m.

SAN JOSE: 1845 Aborn Square
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JOSTINS /Bookstore
The Ring People.

Sal Jose State University
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sports
Can pro volleyball survive in San Jose?
Editor’s note: Dave Meltzer, next semester’s sports
editor, offers his first column.
In late 1974, sports impressario Mike O’Hara decided
to form a new league.
This was nothing new. O’Hara, as sports fans will
faintly recollect, had a hand in forming such long-lasting
institutions as Pro Track, the World Football League, the
American Basketball Association and the World Hockey
Association.
With the 1980’s upon us, the only organization of
O’Hara’s still in existence is the International Volleyball
Association, which probably would have been considered
the least likely to make it this far.
The IVA began with a gimmick. It would change
volleyball from the way it was being played world-wide.
First off, they would play co-ed volleyballno more
than four members of a certain sex could be on the court
at any one time. This translates into four men, three
front-line hitters and a setter, and two back-row women.
Don’t get the idea that the women are citizens.
Since the women reveive the serves and try to return

tl’oe spikes, it is estimated that 70 percent of a team’s
success depends on the distaff side.
Also, players don’t rotate their positions, making for a
more specialized group of players, in the positions which
they can do the best in.
Its sixth season just underway, the IVA for the first
time is beginning a season with the same franchises as the
previous year.
But the league is far from stable.
"Every team lost money last season, and they’ll all
lose money this year also," San Jose Diablos general
manager Chris McKinnie said. "It’s just a question how
much the teams can afford to lose.
"We do have some clubs operating on a month-tomonth basis," McKinney said. He added, however,that
the Diablos are not one of them.
There are rumors that one team, the Seattle
Smashers, won’t last out this month.
The "International" league now operates seven
teams in six western states. Aside from the Diablos there
are the San Barbara Spikers, the Salt Lake City Stingers,

All these All -Star teams have to go
All-Pro, All-America,
All-Coast, All-San Jose, AllStar, All -Mediocre, AllSCUM.
You name it and they
probably have an honor
squad for it.
To a certain extent this
is all fine and dandy, the
more athletes honored the
better. But there comes a
point where the importance
of these squads becomes
overblown.
I came upon this
brilliant conclusion one
morning as I watched my
best friend punch out my
lamp because he didn’t
make an All -Star team.
"Calm down, it’s no big
deal," I told him.
Of course, I was so
collected and mature
because I made the All Star team or else I
probably would’ve joined
him in his mindless
destruction, muttering the
great injustices of the
world.
If my friend and I knew
at the time how these
squads were chosen, he
probably would’ve burned
down my house and I
wouldn’t have spent three
months walking around
with my nose in the air and
chest expanded.
Watching a highly
questionable committee
pick an All -Tournament
team is an experience in
itself.
First
there’s
the
tournament official, who is
so busy running arc sd
that they miss all but ha_
and pieces of the cham-

Heartbreak Hotel
Dave Kellogg, Associate Sports Editor
pionship game.
Then there’s the sports
information directors, who
relentlessly put in the plug
for their athletes.
Finally there’s that
last accursed band of
marauders and leeches,
the sportswriter.
In "North Dallas
Forty," Phil Elliot gives a
description
of sportswriters that has stuck
with me since that they
don’t know anything and
"that’s why they’re
sportswriters.
When it comes to
selecting
an
All Tournament team, this is
often the case.
Many times they stroll
in for only the championship game, sometimes
drunk and almost always
wishing they were. A wick
glance at the statistics,
scoring, height and weights
and bingo you’ve got
yourself
an
All Tournament team.
The
only
embarrassment might come
when the kid you voted on
the first team comes up to
you on the street and you
don’t even recognize him.
This is the bad end of
the spectrum, which isn’t
uniformly true. There are
those who conscientiously
try to take a good look at
every athlete and who
labor over their choices.

Unfortunately, often
times there are too many
athletes to look at and
names and faces get
confused and blurred in
reels of action.
Also there are the
overwhelming pressures of
statistics and ratios. Ratios
refer to selecting the
greatest number of
athletes from the championship team and
decreasing on down the
line.
Is there a solution to all
this
All -Tournament
madness and does anybody
really care?
I think there are a lot of
athletes who care, and a lot
of people around athletics

who are getting tired of the
way things are going.
One solution is to
continue to expand and
specialize the number of
All -Star teams.
If teams such as the
All-Lefthanded, 5-10,
Redhaired, Stanley Street,
Shooting Guard are the
wave of the future, then
these All-Star teams will
totally
become
meaningless and no one
will care either way.
But almost all athletes
want to care and want to
feel proud about making an
All-Star squad.
For that reason, the
number of All-Star teams
should be drastically cut
and the few valid teams left
should be selected with
extra care and caution by a
group of experts who really
care.

Positions Available
Sales and Non-Sales

Seattle’s quick fading Smashers, the Albuquerque Lasers,
the Denver Comets, and the "world champion" Tuscon
Sky.
The pro volleyball owners operate on a premise that
once you see one game, you’ll want to come back for
more.
In some cases that was true.
Pro volleyball is a fast game, the co-ed aspect is very
interesting and only having seven teams in the league
breeds more familiarity with each individual player.
The players themselves show more genuine enthusiam than athletes in most sports. That’s because
they’re playing for enjoyment, not because they’re getting
rich doing so.
There are some fans who care, too, because the
Diablos, with almost no publicity, opened their second
season last Friday night at the Civic Auditorium to a
crowd of 1,800.
Unfortunatley, that’s not enough for the San Jose’s
survival.
Last season, the expansion Diablos only topped the
2,000 mark on three occasions, averaging slightly more
than that for 20 home dates. Aside from Tuscon, none of
the other teams in the league do much better at the gate.
Even cutting costs to a minumurn, the league can’t
survive much longer without a sudden popularity boom,
and that doesn’t appear to be coming.
Cutting costs has affected the quality of play. Teams
don’t take as many players on the road as is often
necessary. The Diablos had to play one man short in road
matches this week because of injuries. Traveling with just
two women means disaster if one of them was to be injured.

b y Mark Crosse

San Jose Diablos Larry Benecke and Don Shaw
(left) try to stop a spike by Albuquerque’s Larry
Plenert at Civic Auditorium
their initial year, when they posted only a 13-27 record.
Losing both their best male players, Martin "the
machine" Castillo, and best female player, Mary Jane
Smith, has more than taken its toll.

The Diablos themselves are weaker this season than

major Studio
Sneaketb Preview
Comorrow at $:

Macy’s Eastridge is now accepting
applications for permanent part-time
positions.
Afternoons- Evenings
Weekends
Apply: Macy’s Eastridge

Personnel Dept.
Mon-Fri 11-4
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

This is
Brother Ambrose.
Lead him not into
temptation...
For he’s sure
to follow.

It’s the war of the waiters...they capture the kitchen, demolish
the dining room, and leave Camp Oskemo in ruins.

or
"Gimme

CORP*

*a bunch of fruits, nuts and flakes.
SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF

A JEFFREY KONVITZ PRODUCTION

"GORP" MICHAEL LEMBECK DENNIS QUAID PHILIP CASNOFF
FRAN DRESCHER DAVID HUDDLESTON
story t), JEFFREY KONVITZ , MARTIN ZWEIBAC.K si.feeripidv 1), JEFFREY KONVITZ
Produced by

JEFFREY KONVITZ LOUIS S. ARKOFF
JOSEPH RUBEN Color by MOVIELAB

Duet:le/I liv

A PICTURE BY AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

R

RESTRICTED
UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENT ON ADULT GUAROIAN

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE OR DRIVE-IN NEAR YOU!

that prime time religion"

A MARTY FELDMAN FILM
"IN GOD WE TRUST"
Starring MARTY FELDMAN PETER BOYLE LOUISE LASSER
With a visitation by RICHARD PRYOR as God
Introducing ANDY KAUFTAAN as Armageddon T. Thunderbird
A HOWARD WEST, GEORGE SHAPIRO PRODUCTION
Written by MARTY FELDMAN & CHRIS ALLEN
Music by JOHN MORRIS
Executive Producer NORMAN T. HERMAN
Associate Producer LAURETTA FELDMAN
Produced by HOWARD WEST and GEORGE SHAPIRO
Directed by MARTY FELDMAN A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
PIGI PAM OUNCE SUWESTED(m
Ma NV a WWI fa aolCial

’ 84-5610

THEATRE
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’Laverne and Shirley’s’ landlady on stage
cause it’ll turn right around
and fool you."
Her life now is an
active one with her work on
"Laverne and Shirley,"
her touring show, theater
workshops and teaching a
dance class in Los Angeles.
She is also what she
refers to as a "closet
writer" and is working on a
muscial-comedy script and
also "a thing about Larry.

Actress’ music recalls memory of husband
by Mary T. Lee
Journalism Senior

It was a light-hearted
time when movies were
geared toward musical
comedy. It was the late
1940s, and Betty Garrett
was beginning to make her
mark on the entertainment
industry.
Today, Garrett is best
known for her role as the
vivacious landlady, Edna
ABC’s
on
Babish,
"Laverne and Shirley,"
guest appearances on other
television shows and
several on-stage performances.
While Garrett was
getting her start, her
husband, the late Larry
Parks, also was gaining
popularity for his starring
role in the hit movie, "The
Jolson Story." The future
looked bright for the
couple.
But it was also a time
of paranoia, "witch hunts,"
and blacklists, with Sen.
Joe McCarthy searching
destroying
out
and
"communists."
In 1951, Parks was
called upon to testify
before the House UnAmerican
Activities
Committee. He testified
that he had once been affiliated with the party, but

that he was no longer. His
testimony marked the end
of his career in movies; he
was blacklisted.
"He was never visibly
bitter about it," Garrett
said. "I think hurt is more
the word. And he was very
frustrated that he couldn’t
work at his chosen
profession."
Nor is Garrett bitter.
"I have regrets about
things and I feel sad. I feel
particularly sad about
Larry because I think it
was such a waste. He was
such a talented man, such
as good actor, with such
integrity that I just don’t
think he deserved that."
In the years that followed, Parks began working in the construction industry and between jobs,
the couple put together an
act and took it on the road.
"We manufactured a
lot of jobs for ourselves,"
she said. "We took a play
we had optioned and took it
on the road to places like
Florida,
Vegas,
Las
Chicago and to England.
We managed to keep
working sumehow."
Garrett
Although
doesn’t believe that being
blacklisted substantially
changed her husband, she
does attribute his poor
health in later years to the

incident. And, she said, "I
think it may have made
him a little more cautious
of people, a little less
trusting."
He suffered various
illnesses over the years
including
high
blood
pressure and
heart
problems. Then, in 1975,
Larry Parks died.
But every night, when
the lights come up on
Garrett’s one-person show,
Larry Parks is present
through the memories of
his wife.
Her show, "Betty
Garrett and Other Songs,"
which is currently playing
at the Alcazar Theater in
San Francisco, began
touring in 1974 and much of
it is centered around
Parks.
The show is a blend of
happy moments, funny anecdotes and sad songs, all
expressing some phase of
her life.
It brings to life her
memories of Parks, and for
Garrett, this works as a
kind of therapy.
"One of the nice parts
about being an actress is
that even the bad things
that happen to you can be
used in your work of art. If
you’re creative, you have a
way of getting the problem
out and expressing it in a

creative way. And it’s a
comfort. It’s a release to be
able to take something that
may be lousy and make
something beautiful of it."
Although it has been
five years since his death,
Garrett’s memory of her
husband through her
rendition of Jacques Brel’s
"You’re Not Alone" still
brings tears from the
actress as well as from the
audience.
When asked if she
would consider marriage
again, Garrett looked
pensive and became quiet
for a moment before
replying, "I don’t know.
I’ve said ’no’ a lot of times
because, well, because it’s
a tough act to follow. But
I’ve learned not to say definitely ’no’ on anything be-

just begining to take shape
and it will deal with every
part of Parks’ life.
"The blacklist period
seems to be the thing most
everybody is interested
in," she said. "But that was
just one part of his life and
I will deal with that. But it
won’t be the most
important."
Garrett’s plans for the
future include continuing

would like to do it. I’d
rather do it on public
television than on commercial television because
the minute you start
talking to the commercial
people, they want to
change the show. They
want to cut and add things
and people. And then of
course, if it showed, it
would have a million
commercials in it.

"I just don’t want
people to forget him," she
said. "And I’m doing it
primarily for our boys (her
two sons) so they will have
a recollection of our lives
together."
She said the project is

her stage performance "as
long as I’m alive." She also
is
working
out an
arrangement with Public
Broadcasting to televise
"Betty Garrett and Other
Songs."
"That’s the way I

-***i*. Everything is brilliant:

"I’d rather not make
any money on it and do it
the way it is."
Drama was her first
interest, but somehow she
always ended up in
musical-comedy roles.

-Rex Re.

"Judy Davis is the gutsiest
young woman to win
our hearts since
Katharine Hepburn."

WISHES TO CONGRATULATE
THE 1980

-Jude. Crud

"A sparkling movie
-Gene Snalii

Los 9ato5Cinetpa

41Santa

ruz Ave

WNBC IV

GRADUATING SENIORS.
TO THE
UNDERGRADUATES,
GOOD LUCK

G

adia

temporary
services

998.5 56v
296-8414
941.7100
:124.2771
367-1632
692.3822
871.7577

354-09435

ON YOUR FINALS.

SHOWTIMES
730 9 30 MON In to FRI
5 30 7 30 & 9 30 SAT /SUN

CASH
BOOKS

Summer is almost here and for many that meani a summer job.
That is, when you can find one AA has found them and is
now holding interviews to fill them. We have literally scores
of jobs all over the Bay Area for short as well as very long
assignments In many instances you need not have experience.
We, or our client, will train on-the-job.
Work for as long as you need, as short a period as you want.
You’ll have a wide choice of locations and employers. We
mean it! Contact one of our local offices for full details. Apply
one day. work the next, get paid on Friday. Every Friday. all
summer long. Never. never a fee. Equal Opportunity Employer

1737 North 1st St, San lose
366 Town & Country Village, San one
2570 W El Camino, Mountain View
269 Town& Country Village. Palo Alto
1791 Broadway. Redwood City
1838 El C:arnino Real. Burlingame
901 Sneath Avenue *115. San Bruno

playing a good, dramatic
role yet.
"I’ve had several
scripts offered, but nothing
really excited me. If
anyone came up with a
script I was really interested in, I’d grab it."

klONTEJO

-1011,1100/, Gee. NY DAILY NEWS

"An exceptional work. With her
stubbornness and sincerity she
reminded me of a young
Katharine Hepburn "

ENDS TUESDAY

Clerical - Administrative Technical - Electronics - Sales
Production - Warehouse’ Inventory Personnel- Canvassing

However, Garrett
hasn’t given up the idea of

’It’s a release to take something lousy
and make something beautiful of it ...’

Paul Cotten. Rohm 1 Kaplan and Paul [LAMY. peseta
My Bottum Career starong Judy Day. and Sam Neill
hoduced by Margaret Fink Chrecied by Gill Armsuung
Presented by The Nes. South Wales Film Corroratton And GU()
XONALVIT

We’ve got a summer job for you
and 200 of your closest friends.

"When I was a little
girl, my mother worked in
a music store. By the time I
was five. I had memorized
all the sheet music I could
lay my hands on," she said,
laughing. "I guess it was
just inevitable that I would
end up in a musical comedy."

FOR YOUR
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10% Disc3unt Coupon When You Sell Your Books!
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1;1
ION, off

I.

VAIADI*./
MAY
12 23
ONLY -0?

anyrasesihngie
purchase
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ASSOCKED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
SAN JOSE STATE t INIVERSITY
PRESENTS
AN AFTERNOON OF FUN & COMEDY
STARRING

IMPRESSIONIST

\

Not Valid
on
0 ext books

ABooks ore Buckst
AT THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
1
Spartan Bookstore May 12-23
2
Dining Commons on 8th St.
7:30-9:00 A.M., 5-7 P.M.
May 19-23

Sell Your
Books
Here!
amtsto
AN 4

3
MacQuarrie Hall,
Education Area
10 A.M.-4 P.M.
May 19-23

1111

MARK

MCC( )LLUM
TODAY AT 12:30

STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER
A BLEND OF COMEDY AND MUSIC WITH THE VOICES OF
LED ZEPPELIN. JOEL GRAY, JOHNNY CASH & PORKY PIG.
LAST SHOW OF THE SEMISTER
HINDI It 145 ASMK IAT1

Sit

Nits

Whether used on this campus or not,
cash for your books at:

1157spoitcm

/noolsibmg
San Jose State University
’SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR’

WAY 16
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Girls that play
in theMUD
The shouts and the shrieks from the delirious males
tightly crowded into "The Country Store" saloon in
Sunnyvale were indistinguishable as their yells jelled into
one constant roar of suggestive proposals.
Inside the "ring," a 7 -by -11 foot deflated water bed
:avered two inches deep in 500 pounds of mud, "Lean
Mean Corrine" had her opponent in a headlock and was
about to roll through the gooey substance to try to lock up
the win.
Alongside the ring, one female voice was able to
pierce through the seemingly impenetrable wall of male
howls as she cupped her hands to her mouth and leaned
forward on her shaky bar-stool.
"Come on Lean Mean," she shouted. "Pin her! Pin
her!"
She had an added incentive for rooting on "Lean Mean
Corrine." It was her daughter.
"I think women’s mud wrestling is the most hilarious
thing I’ve seen in years," Beverly Rankin said. "When she
first told me about it I said, ’Oh my God. You’re going to
do what?’ But then I went and saw it and really had fun."
"Lean Mean Corrine" is a member of "Sweet Li’l
Mud Pies, Inc." and is one of 10 girls who spends four
nights a week getting into the ring, going through three
one-minute rounds of wrestling and emerging with their
bodies completely coated and their hair equally as entangled with the goop.
The "Mud Pies" have only been together for four
weeks yet already are playing four clubs a week. They
have received offers from promoters in Japan and Alaska
to do tours. Their show at The Parlor in San Jose Tuesday
night attracted Oui magazine to do an article on them in
an upcoming issue.
"We were hoping it would be a big draw," said Tony
Modica, owner of The Country Store which debuted the
Mud Pies in the South Bay last Wednesday night.
"I went up to see a show of theirs in Concord two
weeks ago," Modica added. "I figured if people were
crazy enough to put down $1,000 into the pyramids, I was
sure they’d pay $3 to see something crazy like this."
Female mud wrestling was not the initial attraction
that Modica was interested in hosting at his club. He tried
to put on a male bikini -stripper show but a Sunnyvale city
ordinance prohibits any sort of nudity in an establishment
within 1,000 feet of a neighborhood, which "The Country
Store" is.
Women’s mud wrestling started at a club called
"Faces" in Los Angeles. While attending a "Billboard"
magazine convention in Southern California last month,
Gig Xifaris, the Mud Pies’ producer, spoke with this
particular dub owner which spurred hirn with the idea of
bringing the same type of show up North.
"When I got back, the first thing I did was call some of
the Raiderettes because I figured they’d be looking for
work because of the Raiders deal," Xifaris said. "I spoke
to one of them Amelia Carpenter, who is now the show’s
production coordinator and she got a couple of the other
girls interested. I also got some response from the ad I put
ill the Chronicle. We’re still looking for more girls."
After their intial show last week at The Country Store,
Carpenter was approached by 20 girls who were interested in stepping into the ring.
Most of the girls are in their 205. They are all trim and
attractive. However, only moments into the match both
wrestlers are totally covered with the muddy substance
and the colors of their one-piece bathing suits blend into
the greyish-brown hue of the gooey-slime, which is made
up of foam-rubber, clay and talcom water.
"I think it’s just a lot fun," said "Lean Mean," whose
real name is Kathy Garrett, 22, and who is a freelance
dancer when she’s not wrestling. "A lot of people think the
whole thing is fixed, which it is not. Others criticize it
because they say it’s very suggestive and sexual. I just
say it’s a lot of fun and until I get a full-time dancing offer,
I’m going to keep on wrestling."
Each woman begins her match by strutting around
the stage to a thumping disco-beat and many of the men in
the crowd give the women dollar-tips. Each mudpie
makes $50 a night and at the end of the night there is an
"auction" in which the men in the audience outbid one
another for a chance to get into the ring and roll and slide
through the slush with two of the wrestlers. Of course, he’s
got a light handicap he has to wear boxing gloves and
has his ankles tied.
This past Wednesday, a young, plump gentleman
named Doug Sherrod was the top bidder at $70. Three
minutes later, Doug emerged smothered with mud as well
as the loser. But he said it was worth it.
"I really did not expect them to be as strong, though,"
Sherrod said.
"This is just fun," he added. "A lot of guys get off on
the swimsuits, but it’s really competitive. I did not intend
to shell out the bucks! did, but my friends pitched in. They
like to see me make a fool of myself."
Whoever ends up making a fool of himself next
Wednesday will have a steep price to pay. The bidding will
start at $100.
After a few quick swipes in the initial seconds, the rest
of the match is mostly one woman frolicking through the
mud trying to get a grip on the other as she slips and slides
through the other’s grasps.
The whole scene inside and outside of The Country
Store was like a side-show at the local carnival. Inside the
men are clamoring and clawing to get closer to the ring
which sits under the spotlights on the stage and often
promises a few flying pieces of mud for those who get too
close. Outside, those who were turned away at the door
fight for spots to peek in, like young boys looking through
knotholes on the outfield wall at a baseball game.
"This is just pure entertainment," Dave Hall, 22, said
as he shouted for "Bombs Blonde Bomber" to outduel
"Bushrod Baby."
Does the fact that all the girls are young and attractive give him added reason to show up?
"Oh, yeah. Without a doubt," he said, only to look up
and see "Bushrod" swirl "Bombs" through the mud for a
turn -around and a victorious pin.
"The show in Los Angeles is 3 lot more sexuallyoriented than this one," Xifaris said. "The girls did not
want to go that route. These girls are dancers models and
students. Everyone comes out to have a good time.
Amelia plays the role of den mother to keep things in
line."
At the end of her match, each girl steps out of the ring
and into the "showers." What that consists of is stepping
into small, plastic swimming pool and being doused with
warm water from five-gallon buckets.
This was really the only portion of the show that
seemed to bother "Lean Mean’s" mother.
A.s the mud washed down to their ankles and their
trim profiles came back into better perspective, Rankin
turned to her friend and said, "You know, I never thought
I’d be seeing her shower in public.
The Mud Pies will be performing on Tuesdays at The
Parlor and Wednesdays at The Country Store.
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"Sassy Satara" tries to pin "Vicious Bonnie into the mud

Doug Sherrod and his friend paid $70 to get in a tag team match with "Vicious Bonnie."

"Lean Mean Corrine

Ars
gets a congratulatory kiss from her mother..

story by Chuck Bustillos
photos by Kyle Brehm
The girls clean up after the matches are over.
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Announcementc

BUSBOY/WAITER positions open.
E rne..cn preferred, krill train
Call 377
after 3 p.m

For Sale

15470 to 11,0041

EASY extra income
WANTED

Baseball cards, year
books and world series programs,
autographs.

statues,
sports
memorabilia QUICK CASH See Dr.
Lapin. Bus Tower 763. or call 1137
0191

m RUBBER .41

5

Conte per lb. No limn. Call

703-1904.

BASS. Perider Precision with caw.
Walnut finish, eCellefil condition.
5375 on otter. Call 367-3Na.

STUDENT Denial Plan Take care
of Your mouth and save money too
Enroll now.. Inlormation at
S

lOt FREE magatines! Complete list
01 101 magazines you rnn subscribe

Dice, Be call 371411111.

Business.

to tree. Subiects. Mishit., Science,
Travel. etc

Send 52 to

COSMOS Products, 644 College Art.,
Recycling
Gardens
Center is open this semester. Wed.,
Ilam to 2 p.m. and Sat. ahd Sun..
10

a m.

to

4

newspaper,
aluminum

We

collect

cardboard,

p.m

glass,

tin cans lpleaSe
batten). motor oil and automobile
Were
from
across
batteries.

and

recyclables

come

out

FOOT burgundy colored couch.
Excellent condition S50 Call Linda
at 295.0374 alter 5p.m.

BEERMAK ING
OUR kit, Selling for 571.95, makes 1
gallons of delicious brew, and then.
.75 cents per 6 pack after that
Simple instructions and top quality
ingrediwts make EVERY customer
success

EVERY

will

TIME.

insist

in

QUEEN w

with padded
frame and headbeord. Great condition Paid MC will sell for 5230.
Call Kathy at 2640373 after 6 p.m.

and

support us. Volunteers welcome.

friends

8

and

Epertan Stadium on the corner of S
7th and Humbolt Vs Bring your

a

Pale Alto, CA 94306. Postage paid.

Your

coming

to
YOUR pad on the future. After all,
where can they get a European typo
malt beer with S percent alcohol and
not haw to go out to buy it We’ll

FIND that special gift you’ve been
the
SPARTAN
looking
for
at
BOOK STORE Recline extra money
for shopping by Selling your used
books May 1203 EXTRA BONUS
10 percent discount coupon. Good for
merchandise only

rrrrr wed stetting envlolwo Send
, stamped envelope
ISES,
DEXTER

TO

Los Ample",

P1.,

1030 Shrine

CA

90007
Sell for top
last
stations in Californn Join
growing dynamic organiretion with
ience
Top cow
11
5 hour day.
missionspaod In
RADIO

time

sales

Will train. Call 166.1521
SALES wended students wanted.
Industrious, active, to develop Sales
organittion for S F Chronicle and
wage
E xaminer
Minimum

10 SPEED Motobecane bike. Good

NOW HIRING lifeguard, Counselors,
instructors,
riding
horseback
and kitchen
counselors
general
assistants Non smoking 6,000 acre
co-ed ranch cmp. June 15 to Aug.
30 Salary plus room and Ward.
Oakdale
and
Located
between
Personal interview
Sonora. Calif
required. C1112011 1471269,
Co.
to I

DRIVERS: Melody Ice Cream
Full or part time. Apply 0 a.m.
p.m. 35/ N. Montgomery, 1 blk.
of Julian, S.J. Call Mr. Scott at

Help Wanted

BEERMAK ER S OF AMERICA
1040 N. 4th Street

which give lesbians and gay men the
opportunity to meet, learn about
themselves and each other and
relevant social issues. We meet. at
cm,

every

T hairs

in

the

Women’s

Center

For

Program.
Internship
Planning Training and

CAMPUS

Financial
Sales Course, CALL 2494275.

No.
294-

more

in-

lormabon on any of our events, call
77YGAY S.
EVANGELICALS Concerned has a
Bible study for gay men and women.
Wednesdays at 3211 Maywood Ave

hours APP.. person at 710 South
1st
St. No. 1715. or call 797.4644.
Over IL own car.

SJSU
COUNSELING
Services:
Available to all students who would
like help with vocational, personal
or academic concerns Come see us
in our new office in Room 233, Ad
ministration Building. 7th and San
F..rnando streets Call??? 2944.

MEN!

Call

WOMEN!

Sailing

Cruneships!

00e,

Sox

6011e,

Sacramento,

JOBS!

to

91.600

S3,100

summer

per

Casinos,

Thousands

cruisers,
ranches,
etc
Send 14.95 for up
plication, information and referrals
LAKEWORLCI 20, Box 60IW, 2535

restaurants,
rafting.

Avenue,

Sacramento,

CA

Last
AMUSEMENT park funRound up ride operators
Security.
Sales
Immediate
part
time
openings, full time summer Apply
FRONTIER

VILLAGE

PARK.

MO

Mon

terey Road

0552.

Pay ler the thongs you want. For
into, write to Capricorn Industries,
MEN!

WOMEN. Jobs on Ships!
foreign. No experience

American,
ON:
Sierra
Cleb
is
Werosorong a "Renew River Canoe
Trip" on May W and II For in

required

weekly
formation
attend
our
meetings on T eeeee y at 7 10 p m in

Dept. C 4. First and Laurel streets.

COVE NIE NT
salespeople
books

All

shopping,

and
at
10

percent

Port Angeles, Washington MM.

for a Japanese steak house. Call
14041 3044131 after S p.m. Ask for
Kenny
POLICE Officer for cny .t$.., Jose
bilingual,
be
(Spanish/English), 71 to 34 years col
age. 2 years of college. Fluent in
Must

Spanish For more information, call
SJP13 Recruiting, 211 4951

used

discouni

coupon Good for merchandise only

DELI OPENING
Sandwich

makers and checkers
needed Full or part time, weekends
5 miles from campus in Milpitas

CAN YOU
CAN YOU
DO YOU. CAN YOU?
CALL 3804706

each summer month For lime and
place into, call Keith al 794 1112 or
at

356 3101

Newcomers

welcome’ Our last meeting of the
semester will Sr held on Tuesday,
May 10 at 7 30 cm in the S U
Guadalupe Room Come and loin us
as we will be planning a "Memorial
Weekend
Backpacking
Trip
to
Northern Yosemite "

Call 735 1696 or 771 1520
WILL your Car make 41 over the
summer
for
your
mountains
vacation, Get a tune up with the
money you gel by selling your books
to the SPAR TAN BOOKSTORE May
10 percent
1003 E X TR A BONUS
Good for mee
docount coupon
chandise only
Excellent
Barn
’77 VW
condillen. Emmeline and tires Call
768 HSI.

Lab/Debie pup on SJSU
campus, Friday. May 9. Fountain
FOUND:

area. No tail. Call 7794640.

ICS.

Department IBM Sel. 11 South San
Call
Jose, Blossom Valley area
Janet 11 237 9125.

SINGING drummer, mature, seeks
musical friends. No punk or disco.
B ass players especially. Call Jell at

TYPING:

MINT

manager

for

tree

tent. Cae 215.747e.
Female
to
do
rig
and
light
meal
preparation for disabled lemaie
5300 per hr , 12 hrs per week Call
/89 1.6

resseszer,
busboys,
cooks
and
dishwashers 314 S 1st SI . San Jose,
Call 7004161.

870-4217, collect
WORK

with

developmentally

disabled 1 to 1 m homes on weekends
Ion
agency
Possible
nonprofit
credit

Car

necessary

Starting

salary is 113.711 plus milege. After 4
months, 51 13 C:’, 777 3S10
MANDARIN speaking tutor wanted.
1440 hour. two hours a week The.
Write la Jay Vora!, 151 Lowell Drive,
Santa Clare, CA 95050

’H KAWASAKI 11148 LTD SIC miles
exc. condition. 13,100 or best of fei
Whir l000
Also
17’
frost
free
refreerafor. Best offer Call Mine at

teaching, oil industry and morel
1.780 employer listings
For in

370-6363 woes.

Goleta. CA 03011

lormaloon, send 53 to Masco, goo
Sabado Tarde,

and

SI

utilities

and

responsibilities

5300 per month.
Exchnge rrrrr encs. Call Don or
Pat at 195-1438

S.

WOULD like to find female to be
with a handicapped man. If in,
rrrrr led, call 791-7304.
DO YOU WANT some advice? Do
yOU want to Settle an argument! Do
you want to get someone eises
Dear John
Now yOU can get "A man’s point of
view " Include any name and ad

oponoon?

dress

_
ROOMMATE needed to
new 3
bdrrn house, 10 met. from SJSU.
5300mo. plus 1,3 Wit. Call 259.4827.
VISITING father 136, a writer)
rrrrr a room or sleeping space Ill
SJSU area May 4 11 Local rot. Call
1110 1379 today, please.
CUTE COTTAGE
Near campus. $231/ino. Call 271’
Blot,
STUDIO apartment, 1 block Irons
campus.$231/mo. Utilities paid. Call
911-0141.

mailed

write.

Then

you choose All ’,Plies are
to you and are held in

strictest confidence So, for advice,
write Dear John, P.0 Box 71076, San
record..d
IS
For
CA
Jose,
/14 0906
message. cali
SOTG: Marie!, Birthday Nom one
who loves you from afar. It’s net
long now, Love from Nth.

E

BONUS

TRA

coupon

10
Good

HAVING an existeetial crisis? For
fast relent Irons an expiertencod

utilities. Pool and laundry facilities.
W.M. Igeo. P0 Box 261135,

lewlowIll

San Jose, CA 01110. for appt.

AD

*MATTI.,
B irthday

PROFESSIONAL eaR typist Fast,
accurate. reasonable
IBM Selec
Inc Call 252 8054

Dace
today?

2151

Wilson’s
Forget

you

it

tell.

ILL: Nappy 11 -day on
present is in the

Your

PART FURS 2 bdrm. Victorian apt..
1 Ilk., from Science Bldg. Upstairs.
2 people, refs. $740/rno. Mil S. 3rd St..
No. 3. Call 244-31011.

freezer and you can’t have it until
after Iona.. From the girl who
knows all the words but can’t sing

summit,

SINGING drummer, mature, meth!

No

31,

5
9
14
15

lion systems, video recorder/Cam
and games. All items new in factory
sealed cartons wall full rnanufac

16
17
19

turers warranty. 30 day defective
exchange, with optional 1 year parts
AND labor. Shipped direct from

20
21
22
23
25
27
29
33

SAVE THIS ADHI
Before you purchase any hob, car
stereo. TV. recorder or recording
tape. check with us for BIG DIS

37
38
39

COUNTS on over 150 meow brands
of equipment Good prices available
on MI about EVERYTHING Coy
rect. honest information given on
quality,
etc
We
performance,
manufacture a complete line of
kits
and
loudspeakers
quality

40
41
42
46
48

Our
to the public
Speakers use the same components
that most of me highly popular and
ised systems use hula? 1/310
WHOLESALE

49

Full manufacturers
1/7 the cost
warranty with local service Show
room and manufacturing facilities
in San Jose Sounds Unegue, 162 117,3

51
55

14, Sato noon S

IMPROVE your stereo system with
cash from selling books al 774
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE May 17-23.
10
percent
EXTRA
BONUS

at

typist.

IBM

Setecinc.

Reasonable rates. Call Goethe at 267before III p.m., or
0440 eves.
weekends.

types,.

EmperIonCed.

coupon

Good

for

TYPING

CO

Perienced Seasonable rates
Call homiest 374-1073

Fast

icheAL

TYPING
ISM Sitlectre II. Past, neat and
reasonable rates. Call 2114143.

TYPING
Torn. Palsies.
reports SI/pg., amtble spaced. Call
Gayle 11 047 6079.

ssonat

Suite

10

(between

0th

and

lOtk

Typing

musical ’wends. No punk or disco.
B ass players especially. Call Jeff at
03! 6745.
.

_

II
11

B UDGET FLIGHTS 1910 Domestic
.nvernat.onal
iet
nights
anywhere at discount lames We also
represent all charter operations
(including Laker)
Hawaii
Asia .. AfroCit
Mexico
Europe
Australia
USA Travel Services
and

Student

Identity Card issuance
EuRail.
StudentRail and BroR ail passes
USA,
Overseas lob placernenr
Canada and Mexico Travel

Youth
Hostel Cards
Student ships and
Insurance
Wide map
selection
Luggage
Backpacks
Hard to tend travel books

COMPANY.

Charter

Travel Specialists. 444 E. Wslliam
Street 110th and Wm.). San Jose, CA
01112. Cali 14011 2921613.

Services

SELLING TRIP TO TAHOE. Slays.
INMENT FOR WOMEN
Male cake popper

for yoUr next
bridal shower or b*Chelorette party.
Call Rock at 708 0344

chips. Trip was first place prin. Wilt
sell for SIM. Call Jim at 779-9629.
TIRED of dull lectures? Combine
study with pleasure on 4 week tour of

MALE STRIPPER
Entertaining for siremee
Paul’s Part). FAWN

/ relish Isles 154W Med ports See
London, Cannes, Si
Rome For
information. call Karen Dav.es at
262 1111

390-71133

house in E.
Foothills, Call 033-11050 before 2.

AWNS at WWI of your Chosen
InCloillos one dinner and 500 on 0111116

ANSW
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Travel

PLANNING

DOWN
1 Graceful mount
2 Spurting:
Poetic
3 Jones of folksong fame
4 Gallery purchase
5 Makes an
entrance
6 General Bradley
7 Risks
8 - port In a
storm
9 Having left a will
10 Total
11 Prominent stage
personality
12 Dance, in
Variety Jargon
13 Greek god

ill

men

Voltage converters
Carninng
Club Med
tours
Open ? days
Mon Fri. 04 Saturday. 05. Sunday,
noon 5
TRIP
AND
TRAVEL

18 Lincoln Center
offering
22 Term used in
falconry
24 Construct
26 Place of
confinement
28 Like the
first man
30 Venetian
currency
31 Secular
32 Snick and 33 Fixed with
wonder
34 Winged
35 ’’- lay me
down..."
36 Gender: Abbr
40 Earnest request
42 Hems in
43 Hodgepodge
44 Tobacco alkaloid
45 Full. Lat
47 Kitchen helper
50 Teapot part
52 Stone marker
53 Kind of angler
54 Unsupported
assertion
55 Nights before.
special events
56 In a tog
57 Ceremony
59 Ancient
character
62 Realtor’s abbr.
63 Slangy refusal

58 Part of speech:
Abbr.
60 Cream cake time
in London
61 Sheer fabric
62 In an ordinary
way
64 Fragrant
chemical
65 Memorable name
in Hollywood
66 Brews
67 Ending with
young and old
68 British gun
69 Sandwich of
a sort

a

vo

a

CID
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MAIM 13121011
1313011:311113 EIC:11111111CIRI
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ROOMMATE

w
Female
preferred to share beautiful 4 bdrrn.,
house with one male and one lemle.
Private heated pool and Runic
1110/mo plus 1/3 utilities. Call 2650764 eves. or weekends

RATES

Print Your Ad Here:
i Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each lin..

2 HOUSES for rent one block from
campus. 3 boIrm . I 1/7 he, 2 bdrm.,

Each
One

4123.
FEMALE

rosiningte needed to
bdrm., 7 ba. apt. 7 blacks
low school front May 74 to Aug. 71.
1170 per Month plus 1/3 of utilities
’Tool, laundry, parking
CIl 2/3
.143

rheas

add,
faunal
day

day

days

days

days

days

2 50

2 75

2 90

3 00

50

2 50

3 00

3 25

3 40

3 50

50

3 00

3 50

3 75

3 90

4 00

50

3 50

4 00

4 25

4 40

4 50

50

50

50

50

Mrornum Three Lin. One Oct
Semester Rm. lall iskusts1 130 00

Chock a CSassolicarron

277-3175

5.20p m. w

Call 307 4744

Phone

Each adddronal any add

I orplact,

2 BEDROOM furnished with pool.
Private balcony, security
covered parking 5140 Per month for
two plus deposits Before June 1
Two blocks from campus on Fitly

Print name
Address

50

facilities,

Two

$200

ig-PAA-LE roommate needed, over
71, non smoker. to share large
modern 3 beton.. 2 ba
house
Laundry

Fore

Stove. refrigerator.

washer 5450/5425 per month, 5700
gopostt Call agent at 003-3331 or 034-

Announarkents

Help Wonted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Servicris

For Selo

Loll end Found

Stron

50

City

E cc iosyd

$

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192
Deadline two days Mc. to Publ., anon
Consecutive public ...so dates inks
Nes tefunds iin ewer...dom.

Discoent

SAN JOSE Secretarial Service. I can
type anything. Call 79? 3103.

’1415U
Mr REIM 111" 1111

trains

them!

ideas and rent 1 barns

1 Ia. and den

Service.

C611277-1535.

studen

streets/.

ACROSS
South American
rodent
Part of a
pas de deux
Seed coating
Gelling agent
Sultanate
of Asia
Enroll
Normal
Look with
amazement
Compass pt
Maison dweller
Family branch
Harmonizes
Asparagus stalk
Diva’s big
moment
Narrates again
Union membership: Phrase
Author Fleming
African plant
Initials In a
1956 campaign
- dieu
Forefoot
Unremarkable
Libyan port
Historic African
river
Skater Heiden
and others
Comes to a halt
City of Canadian
County, Okla.

17

International

Reasearible

mates. Call Janet 11 3451134.

MAIO DISCOUNT COUPON lust for
KEY WACKERS ProlesCalling

Typing
BERKELEY
lieencY
Professional services, reasonable
rates Open 10 5, M F Call 280 6106
or stop by 414 E William Street,

2313099

chandise only

CLEAN, quiet, turn

HARD WORKING black artist seeks
together sister to rrrrr creative

1

Components, compacts, portables
and accessories lor the car, home,
stage or studio Also, TV’s, proiec

Open Toes Fri

prof essioaol

,

PSY.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PRISES is SJSU’s complete con
sow Or electronics buying Service,
with nearly 300 brands of stereo

Available
tIle

I bdrin. apt.
All utilities paid.
Near SJSU. Non-smoker Call 341
1632.

Goon

work

casionS. Call 2071046.

chandose only

mreson, call Sue at 7004025.

PRIVATE room Kitchen env.. I/O
block to SJSU Near Lucky’s. P
responsible male student Call 791
1679 between Se m andip m

All

alter 3 p.m. pleas*.

percent
for me,

FEMALE: Serious, 11 plus. nensmoker, wanted to
3 bdrrn.. 2
ba turn apt-, 7 blocks from SJSU.
5120
plus
1,100
deposit
Share

rooms On rent close to
campus hareem rates. Call 179-1629
or 991 1975 Ask for Adon or Sob.

accurate typing/editing on
Selectric II
Theses. etc. Words
Unlimited. Call Val att68,1307.

Term papers. resumes.
51/pg. and up. IBM

FLUTE and guitar duo. Music for
weddings and other special oc

discount
PLEASE,
we need more time
Let
go away for the
together
weekend with Inc Money I get by
the
selling my used books at
BOOKSTORE May 17 23
discount

ROOM near campus. Kitchen and
laundry prey. Nonsmoker. Call 295..
NM.

covered W., convenient location 10
minutes from MU 5113 per month
plus $117 deposit. Call 3574550 Otter

JOBS IN ALASKA Summer or year
round
Good pay
MOO to 111,000
monthly All fields parrs. fisheries,

2480 1659S

garden

FAST,

etc

Selectroc.
Correcting
proofread. Call Kitty

to A.E. for the widest selection of the
h ighest fidelity at the lowest prices.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!

air removed
HS
Confidentoal,
Baywood Ave, San Jose. Call
.6447743

COUPLE with child to
4 Wow
hOUSe near campus with couple with
Child. SHARE: I/ child care, 21 no
op food buying, 31 Cable TV and
fireplace, 41 patio, private yard and

letters,

177 OW.

complete price quotes or rnore info.
SMWFS, 10 to 10. Ask for KEN Look

Personals

of

441 1154

reaSonable rates Call THE EXECU
TIVE’S ASSISTANT at 2/10 1140

TYPING: Accuracy, neatness and
deadlines q
. E sperienced
an master’s. reports dissertations
Approved
by
SJSU
Graduate

wholesale d rrrrr butors to your door
in II to 11 days! Call 255 5550 for

UNW
Specialist.

Housing

FOR RENT near SJSU.
Summer only. Male or female.
101/mo. Call Scott 819E39639.

MONO Y. We collect
BARN
high school directories Call K.C.
Fitzgerald or .1 L MacLean 11 13141
sem I Loupe Classic!
’44 FIA)
Looks and runs great Must sell!

chandose only

111116

0370.

IMP LAG Awes Gem %Wiese

FOUND: Money at the SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE by selling used books.
May 12.23. EXTRA BONUS --10 percent discount coupon. Good for mar

All

typing done oe an lam cmrartme
Select..< II 110011Wifible rates. Call

I am also on he Graduate Off.e
Approved Typist List

!IMUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!!
Get the best for less from AUDIO
ENTERPRISES. AUDIO ENTER

Steady

ROOMS

SUMMER oohs Eulipta Restaurant
is now hiring lunch and donne.’ wait

Automotive

confidence Please send all inquiries
to Suite 1705, IMII Tower. P.O. Box
10153, Vancouver, B.C. Canada WY

PROFESSION -AL 20

TYPIST?

A

TYPING by Kathy. Professional and
Weenie II Call Ill

Edited by Margaret !Farrar and Trude Jaffe

Lost and Found

SUS plus deposit

Near bus. Call 944 6111

INTERESTED IN SUMMER FUN?
The Sierra Club will be meeting
every first and third Tuesday of

Fred

connection with immigration to Can
ada. All inquiries will be treated in

TYPING BY

typing
Experienced
Iced Call 214 1075

rates

Deaden

experienced

My firrn can handle
TYPING.
anything Irons one letter 0 large
Reports, manuals or
mail lists
work
al
Quality
resumes

yrs ex p Resumes, theses, reports,
vitae, term reports, letters. cloc
graphs.
etc
’orates,
charts
Reasonable So Valley area Call
KATHIE at 5/111 1716. 9 a m to p m

gmgmMall
Stereo

Write

JOS*

It-nadir
for

Summer lob or
. Send
53 00 for information to SIEAPAX,

TH-E-Wouse of Genii in San
is
looking tor TE PPAN- YAK I COOK

SPARTAN
the
May 1313 EXTRA

BOOKSTORE
BONUS

CASH

Excellent pay. worldwide

travel

Non

obtained at the meeting

LESBIAN roommate wanted. Own
room In 3 bdrm. house. I mile from
SJSU. SISO per Month itorSt and
WO, plus 5100 deposit. Available

CA

$11/hr ., RN’s Wit,.
Clerical at
various
.
Some espereence
needed Call New Horizons at 744-

concerning the May 10 II ’Russian
River Canoe Trip" may also be

openings

time

951140.

YOU can earn big money in the mail

SIERRA CLUB Lenny Groner woll
speak on "The Natural History of
Nepal." Tues . at 7 10 p m in the
S U Guadalupe Room Information

part

Is.
plication. information and
to CRUISEWORLO 70, 2035 Wan

flexible
pay and
EXCELLENT
hours
Nursing and clerical per
sonnet needed Aides 54/hr.. LVN’s

S U
Guadalupe Room
members are welcome.

and

Sailing Camps. No experience, good
. Natoonwode.
pay Summer,
$4.01
for apworldwide!
Send

down. such as English Dinky.
French Dinky. Corgi.
. Ramo,
etc. Call 14131 703-3311.

rye

and studio
apt. Separate I room building.
Furnished
1 block from 5.15U,
Garbage and water oncluded Call

Expeditions!

AMUSEMENT

Box 1614. Palo Alto, CA 94302

10
percent
Good for mer

COMBINATION office

hour. Call Mrs. BmW at 798.4000.

By Toy Collector. TOP
prices paid tor All European Tot
Cars in ORIGINAL or MINT con

order business. With some time and
effort. you can earn some money to

BONUS
coupon.

JOBS!

NOW
WANTED:

chandise only.

position in frown food warehouse,
lillino Orders from shelves and City
deliveries. Heavy lifting. 1.1.50 an

Wan

90137416 or 216.6110.

PERSON needed to help carry mr
SPARTAN
the
to
books
B OOKSTORE to sell them on May
1213. EXTRA BONUS -- 10 percent
discount coupon. Good for rner

All shifts available.
King Cabal 303.0544.

female.

15140.
CALL the School of Ballet Arts for
into. in classes at new spacious
studio. 1106 Lincoln Ave Auditions
for upcoming performances. Cali

Set
by

chandise only.

AND MEN to wow the summer lob
of lundraising C aaaaa s tor CIT I
ZENS FOR ABETTER ENvIRON
ME NT. 1400 Coleman Ave.. Santa
Clara. To schedule an interciew, call

SUMDRIVER WRENOUSMAN.
MER AND IMMEDIATE, full time

LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA,
Little exp. Fantastic Tips! Pay,

_

Mace IS I
more room

selling those unwanted books to
SPARTAN SOOKSTORE May 12.23.
EXTRA
discount

Loyan
(established 11731.

offices in Hong Kong and Vancouv
er Experienced advice offered in

ACTIVIST.

CAB drivers needed. Full and part
time drivers and dispatchers. Most
be 25 years of age or older. Male and

P0. Box lies. San Jose 95101. Call
998.0755.

!wing
create

Immigration.

Consultants Ltd

Reasonable

NEED

Typing

ons of love Soft. elegant
and on,
ly rrrrrr food For the
finest award svinning photography,
call John at 448 7381
CAN1:1144

my nome Professional.
ISM Sollectroc Call Sue at 2411-1117.
IONA L

PROFESSIONAL Meting. Theses,
dissertations, etc. Reasonable Call
Ms Bernell at 3747017.

LOOKING for a wedding photostr
pher? Your wedding photographs by
John Eric Paulsen. Photography are

sale

7774084

WORK available now in Southwest
Cupertino.
San
Jose.
E asts ode,
Saratoga and Sunnyvale. Flexible

S.U.

Council Chambers. Lesbian Caucus
meets 7 30 p.m Wednesdays in the

YOUR

discount

_ - - TYPING

coupon Good for merchandise only.

191-0140 (Any lime)

now Call 294-430
Promote

store.

of social and educational activities

IF

Thesis, terns papers, nc.
Esperienred and fast Reasonable
rates Call O,n 4674.
TYPING

Confidential Legal
Rouorend Donald

REMALE roornmailit, non smoker,
serious student wanted to share
bdrrn., 7 Oa. apt near Westgate 10
15 minutes from campus 517S plus

11 pm. or leave message for Meg at

percent

Connie and Gary 9674092

No blood test required
No waiting

lice, 121 N.Ilth sl. Call 0010773.

I/O utilities
Includes pool and
laundry laCilittes Call 251 0934 alter

10

TYPING SERVICE
using
books.
.
I
Reports.
&women, typing Call 0010417. S.C.

IGENT TYPING

ENJOY your vacation by taking the
trip You’ve been waiting Kw KY /Co
a won cash you receive irorn selling
your used books at
SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE May 1001 EX Tk
BONUS

Close lo campus
Residmo clergy

122 N. 0th St. Call P904733.

cramped,

11

.14

Beerm eeeee Pub, next door to the

SJSU GSU: Gay Student Unions.
supportive organization for lesbians
and gay men. GSU provides a blend

WEDDING CHAPEL

SAN JOSS RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals. Kerne., game
room. color TV. linen and maid
,
I ireplac,
parktng. S40 per wwk shared, S6S
per week single 301 S. 11th St Of

1415/ 453-5711, collect.

energy and slay
corporate dragons that pollute our
air and water through pesticides and
loc. wastes ASSERTIVE WOMEN

Waring C011or portrait created by
Sinn EriC Pauli.11. Call John at 44/2301.

from
campus Kitchen, loner, maid Ser
vice, TV and parking 545 Per week
shared. MO to $65 per week sinew

755 9454

ENVIRONMENTAL

tine? What better
beautiful award

steed

35-5343 or 2611-4361.

condition. 1125. Call Stove It 297.
1440.

MOVING AND HAULING. Have
large truck Avail for all sorts of
liths. Call Roy 11 198 6917

LODGINGS.

OLSON’S

MOTHER
Two

high
corn
against
guaranteed
missions Can earn 5100 to $330 per
desired. Call
week Year round 1011

lust be happy to rap more with you
on Friday nights Irom 7 to loin the

ARE you
thee to have

11

self

give you individual instructoon, or

San Jose, 71116647
Store open: Wed. Wu Sat..? a.m, to
p.m., 4 days.

May 18. 1980

Days

May 16 19’

12
Cr

C BECKUM

h-1F=)L..)

WE HERE AT CAMPUS
LIFE WOULD LIKE
, TO THANK EVERYONE.

WE’D LIKE TO LASH
YOU A GREAT .9.#11NEft,
AND A GREAT LIFE!

AND WISH YOU ALL
A MERRY CHRISTMAS,
/..1t.ID A GREAT NEW YEAR/

spartaguide
The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers presents Howard
Charney of 3 Corn Corporation speaking on "Patent
Law and Engineering" at
12:30 p.m. today in the Engineering Building, room
227.

CZ.

Spartan Daily’s
ad boss picked

6 60

Student Union patio
to be remodeled with
trees, new furniture

SJSU senior Doug Teter, currently a member of the
Spartan Daily advertising staff, has been selected Daily
The Student Union
advertising manager for the fall 1980 semester.
will have a new look
Teter replaces advertising senior Brian Moss, the patio
next
semester after arbors,
current manager, after defeating two opponents for the
trees, planters, awnings
position.
furniture are
"I want to get better organization on the staff and new
sooner." Teter said. The staff will meet one week prior to added this summer.
classes rather than the first day of the semester, he adThe remodeling job,
ded.
which is scheduled to begin
Teter, 25, plans to establish "intensive selling on June 1 and be completed
technique training," on the staff. The primary objective of by the end of July, will also
an advertiser is "good salesmanship," he added.
add an outside window to
Advertising courses and this semester’s Daily staff the ice cream shop.
are his only previous experience in the field.
"I’d like to go into radio advertising for a career,"
An additional change
Teter said. The Menlo Park resident hopes to graduate around the Student Union
next spring with a degree in advertising.
next Fall will be the abraw war
sence of the Associated
Students Bike Shop, whose
funding was cut from the
A.S. budget earlier this
semester.
According
to
the
council, the shop did not
serve enough students and
the prices were not competitive with those of offcampus bike shops.
Work may begin next
semester
to
convert
Building D, located on
Ninth Street, across from
the Student Union, into a
campus coffee house.

’r1114*.

lore ’

The Student Union
board of governors approved the site last
February and is currently
waiting for President Gail
Fullerton’s final decision.

r to

401
David Fir
Doug Teter, new ad manager

MAL,

Student
Union
this
semester was the music
listening lounge, an
unusual room designed and
largely built by SJSU
student Perry Becker.

addition

to

WIND, Women Involved for Nuclear Disarmament, will meet at 11 a.m.
Saturday in Roosevelt
Park, 20th and E. Santa
Clara streets. For information, call Kathy Lynch at
294-5642.
The German Club will
host a dinner Saturday for
those who worked to organize the Bayrische Bode.
For information, call Dr.
Pimentel at 277-2583 or
come to Building N, room
3.

Senate OKs lunding
for draft registration
The registration of 19-and-20-year old men for the
draft moved one step closer to reality Tuesday when a
U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee approved the
transfer of $13.3 million to Selective Service to fund the
operation.
The fund transfer, already approved in the House of
Representatives, must now pass the full Senate. The
decision could come within the next few weeks, according
to Jim Babb, coordinator of the San Jose Peace Center.
Speaking against the draft registration, Babb said,
"It isn’t just registration. It’s real goal is. I suppose, to
draft people in reserve."
The registration involves filling out a card including
name and address, according to Babb, who estimated that
four million men would be eligible.
Registration "doesn’t mean a draft will take place,"
said Chris Clarke, assistant professor of military science.

-._

call Jesus Garza at 279-3224
or 371-4565.
Edenvale Community
Center is sponsoring the
Third Annual Great Oak

Park Fun -Run. l’he
will be held on Sund..
May 18, 1980. For inforri
tion, call Marie Alberry .t
281-8940.

LOOKING FOR A CAREER
IN SPORTING GOODS...

Approaching graduation’, Do you have a genuine interest in
sports’) Then you might want to consider a career in the
sporting goods field
We are Oshman’s Sporting Goods, the largest chain of Sporting
Goods Stores in the United States )vnamic and aggressive
we have become a leading force in cu’ industry We have
grown from 11 stores in 1970 to 93 stores (spread throughout
the Sun Belt) Ambitious expansion plans project 150 stores
by 1985
As a result of this growth, we are looking for bright hard
working and motivated individuals to join our management
team As a MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. you will go through our
training program for approximately six months The next
assignment will be as On assistant manager with future
advancement depending upon your performance Excep
tional candidates may be considered for a Store Manager
position as soon as 18-24 months after date of hire
IN THE IDEAL CANDIDATE,
WE LOOK FOR THE FOLLOWING:
A Degree in Business
Previous Retail Experience
Dedication and a Willingness to Work
Interest in Sports
6

e to loin a dynamic and growing company that
its field piposp suCr-.1!
’,sump -

OSHMAN’S SPORTING GOODS
Attention: Ernesto Cuellar
AN E4JAL OPPU. "

IMP: C.YEI,’

3300 S. Fairview Road
Santa Ana, CA 92704
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OUTDOOR RENTALS/TRIPS

tf.

An

Phi Kappa Phi will initiate 300 top students at 4
p.m. today in the Music
Building Concert Hall. For
information, call Wanda
Blockhus at 277-3214.

La Cosa Nueva will
have a final fling of the
year at 7 p.m. today at
KSJS Studios, Theatre Arts
Building. For information,

=11

the

Center open for summer
Health services will be
available this summer to
all continuing SJSU
students and summer
school students, every day
from 9 a.m. until 3.30 p.m.
All services that are
normally offered during
the academic year will be
available during the three
summer months. However,
there will be a fee for each
visit.

Basic services, which
are those that require outpatient treatment of acute
and sub-acute conditions,
illnesses or injuries, will
cost $4 for continuing
students and $10 for
summer students. These
services are supported by a
portion of the student
services fee, and a charge
is required since no student
fees are collected during

the summer months.
Augmented services,
which are those that do not
require acute or sub-acute
care, are not paid for by the
student srvices fee and
require a nominal fee.
Augmented services
include the following:
Allergy injections, birth
control, pharmacy items,
pre-marital examinations,
among others.

.

WM11.UI 1I I1
1

YES YES YES
YES -- WE BUY YOUR BOOKS
YES -- WE HAVE SHORTER LINES
WE PAY 60%
IYES-YES -- WE DO NOT REQUIRE A RECEIPT
YES -- WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAY
YES -- WE PAY 60%
YES -- WE BUY PAPERBACKS
YES -- WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY
YES-- WE PAY 60%
YES -- WE BUY CLASS SYLLABUSES
YES -- WE BUY BOOKS BOUGHT AT
OTHER STORES
YES -- WE BUY STUDY GUIDES
YES -- WE PAY 60%
YES -- WE BUY ANY CURRENT EDITION

eakt EU
330 South Tenth Street

INC.

;*

Backpacking Equipment
River Rafting Trips
$2-$4
$22.50 Backpacks
American River
$2-$4
$20.00 Sleeping Bags
$1-$2
$38.00 Stoves
Kings River
arranged by the day, week, or weekend.
MEI

Car Camping Equipment

OPENED SUMMERS
4.11,
.111

Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fridays
11:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m.
Located in Student Union Courtyard
Call 277-3033 for more info.
Sponsored by Associated Students

San Jose, Calif. 951 12
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